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ABSTRACT

A technigue for computing the lift of a two-dimensional

elliptic airfoil in incompressible flow is presented. The

potential flow, including circulation, \¡¡as computed around an

ellíptic airfoil - with a fineness ratio of 6:I by using a

higheï order surface source singularity method. The surface

velocity distribution d,ue to the potential flow was t.hen used.

to calculat,e the growth of a laminar boundary layer using

Thwaites' method at a Reynolds number of 800. The circulation

was adjust,ed to give equal velocities at the separation points

and the boundary Iayer $tas recalculated. The procedure was

iterated unt,i1 the predicted separation points possessed equal

vel-ocities. A maximum lift coefficient of 0.5I8 was predicted

at an aDgle of attack of 7.L". The predicted lift is slightly

greater than that calculated by Ho.\rúarth who used a modif ied

Pohlhausen method for the boundary layer'

The effects of boundary layer displacement thickness and

separation wake were modeLled by using a surface source

distribution with boundary conditions such that, in the attached

region, the normal velocity Ìfas related to the displacement

thickness and, in the separated flow region, the Pressure was

constant. The latt,er is a non-linear boundary condition and

the source dístribution l{as solved iteratively using the Newton-

Raphson technique- The su-bsequent iterations on the boundary

layer failed to converge and further \{ork is reguíred.
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1. TNTRODUCTION

A knowledge of maximum section lift coefficient (a"*r*) is

important, if not crucial to airfoil" design" Since C"*.* can

not be 'predícted using existing computer tools, heavy emphasis

is placed on expensive wind tunnel tests, even though the tests

can not be performed. at the high Reynolds number usually used

in flight. This has traditionally led to some doubt in airfoil

selection and to considerabl-e conservatism in design to reduce

the risk of premature stal1ing.

Ful1 computational analysis of the real flow about airfoil

sections has been limite¿ ¡i the inabilit.y to compute the

effects of separation on section forces and. moments. At low

angles of attack where the boundary layer is thin and there is

litti-e if any separat j.on, potentíaI f 1ow analysís ( ignoring

the viscosity effects) is a fair approximatíon to the experi-

mental results but, as the angle is increased, the Iift pre-

dicted is too high. Obviously, the boundary layer thickness

and separation effects must be accounted for to predict. maximunr

lift.. In facto most of the 1íft curve shows the effects of

separation so that accurate results can be obtained in most

cases only when both of these effects are accounted for"

Taking the calculat,ions for the cAW-1 reported in Ref. I

as an example, Figure 1 compares wind tunnel data with a

potential flow analysis of the airfoil with no attempt to

account for the effecÈs of either boundary layer Èhickness or



separaÈion. Figure 2 displays the effect of modelling the

boundary layer thickness (but not separaÈion) and, as shovrn,

the agreement with the wind tunnel data is good but, when the

angle of attack is increased and separation begins to occur,

the predicted and measured 1íft diverge. In Figure 3, the

boundary layer thickness and separation region have been

modelled using Hende:.son's technigue (Ref. 1) and Èhe agreemenÈ

with the wind tunnel data is good for all values of Èhe angle

of attack. Henderson's results are quite satisfactory but the

technique is cumbersome especially for multiple element airfoils,

therefore a sinpler alternative is the motive of the present work.

The current objective is to develop a computational

technique to account for the effects of both t,he boundary layer

thickness and, separation on the lift, coefficient. Although the

technigue which is presented here is applied to an elliptic

airfoil with a laminar boundary layer in incompressible flow,

the work can be extended to a general airfoil with a laminar or

turbulent boundary layer provided that a suitable technigue is

used to compute the boundary displacement thíckness dist,ribution

and to predict the points of separation accurately. The ellipse

has been chosen to establish the technique since an exact

analytical solution for the potentiat flow around it can be

obtaíned easily. AIso, Howarth (Ref- 2) has made a first

approximation of the effects of l-aminar boundary layer separation

on the lift of an elliptic cylinder and his results are available '

f or compari s on . *li

I



The technique to be presented here is based on the pre-

mise that the effects of the boundary layer thickness and the

separated. wake on the airfoil pressure distríbution can be

modelled by a source distribution on the surface of the air-

f oi1 which wi 11 f orce the dividing streamline a\4/ay f rom the

body by a distance equal to the displacement thickness ¡ and

cause the pressure to be constant in the separated wake

region - a feature which experiments show to be nearly true,

Extension of the technique to nulti-component airfoils

should be possible-



2. LÏTERATURE REVÏEI/ü OT' T'H'E PROBLEM OF

LO'W.VTSCOSTTY FLOW AROUN'D ÄIRFOÏLS

The solution of the problem of lor+-viscosity flow around

airfoils begins with compuÈing the potential flow around that

airfoil" The potential flow pressure distribution is then

used to compute the characteristics of the boundary layer such

as the displacement thickness and the position of the poínts

of separation. The next step is to use an additíonal potential

flov¡ pattern to model the boundary layer and separation effects.

Several iterations of these* steps are required because ùhe

boundary layer modifies the pressure field. The seguence in

this review witl follow these steps. for the solution of the

1amínar flow around an elliptic airfoil.

2"1 The Potential Flow Computation

The steady flow of an incoupressible inviscid ftuid about

an arbitrary body is a classical fluid mechanics problem. A

good discription of the mathematical formulation is given by

Hess and Smith in Ref" 3, and the following discussion is

based on that work"

For a steady flow of an incompressible inviscid f1uid,

the general Navier-Stokes equation reduces to the well known

Eulerian equation of motion

+-+1-(ú"grad) v= f,sradr , 2-I



and the equation of continuity becomes

->
div(v) 0 )t

Equations 2.1 and 2.2 hold in the f iel-d of f low which " in 
r:,;:.:

the problem under consideration, will be the region exterior '-'"'l

to the boundary surfaces" In addition to these equations, the

flow field must satisfy certain boundary conditions" Attention
]tl 

"""twitl be restricted here to the so-called direct problem of i''';,,,'
,"," 4'

f luid dynamics, where the locations of all boundary surf ace= ,,,,,.

]t:t 
"t-t:are assumed known and the normal component of fluid velocitlz

is p=,u=cribed on these boundaries. For the present problem of
ì

a stationary airfoil in an infinite stream the normal component 
f

is set equal to zeyo so that the rigid boundary surface S will

be a streamline, and the boundary condition i^¡il1 be written as

ü"i1, = o . 2"3

For the exterior problem, a regularity condition at

inf inity must be aLso impose d.: in this case , ü -o fi- f ar f rom

the airf oi1"

For the case of potential flow, the velocity field will

be irrotational and therefore it can be expressed as the

negative gradient of a scalar potential function

->
1¡= grad0

The velocity field ü can be expressed as the sum of two

ve locities

V=w*+wt

)â.

2.5



!'rhere the onset fIow, fi , in the airfoil problem will be a' co'

uniform flow and the disturbance velocity fie1d, *, due to

the bound,aries will be an irro,tational flow expressed as the

negative gradient of a potential function Ô; that is

+w=-grad 0.
.>

Since W is the velocity of a uniform f1ow, it saÈisfies
æ

equation 2.2 anò, therefore it follows that

div(w) = 0 . 2.7

Substituting from equation 2.6 into equation 2.7, gives

the expected result that the potent.ial 0 satisfies Laplacers

equation

v' ô = o 2.8

The boundary conditions on þ arise from equations 2.3 and 2.5

in the form

2.6

tq++'>gradÔ'n=W-'n,

and in the usual exteríor problem, the regularity conditions

IÞ

grad S + 0 at infinitY 2-l0

The essential sirnplicity of the potential flow derives

from the fact that the velocity fietd is determined by the

equations of continuity 2.2 and 2.7 and the condition of

irrotationality (implied in equations 2.4 and 2.6) z thus the
l

equatíon of motion 2.L is not used, and the velocity may be



d,etermined independently of Èhe ft.=sure- Once the velocity

field is known, the pressule is calculated from equation 2-I

which, v¿hen integ'rated to the well known Bernoull-i equation,

can be written in terms of the pressure coefficient

v

P-P ,2
I 'llvl

lñ- |

2"LI

! o lñ""l'

The,problem defined by eguations 2-8, 2.9 and 2"10 is a

well known classic Neumann problem which has certain special

features which greatly influenced the development of the methods

of solution. parti cula::i the domain of the unknown Ô is

infinite in extent, but often the solutíon is of interest only

on the boundaries. Despite the fact that Laplace's equation

is one of the simplest and best known of all partial differential

equations, t,he number of useful exact analytic solutions is quite

small-, the difficulty of course lies in satisfying the boundary

conditions "

The problem can only be solved. analytically by the tech-

nique of separation of variables which requires the boundary to

be a coordinate surface of one of the special orthogonal co-

ordinate systems for which Laplace ' s equation can be separated

into ordinary differential equaÈions" fn the tsro-dimensional

case, Laplace's equation is simply separable in a1I orthogonal

coordinate systems, but this technique is not comrnonly used"

Inste.ad of solving the Laplace ¡ s equat.ion, the problem can be

t'i+r¡

i



replaced by finding a suitable conformal transformation of the

boundary into a circle, and the flow around the airfoil will

be calculated using the known solution of the flow around

this circle.

2.1.1 The AnalYtic Methods

The Joukowski transformation when applied to an of f set 
i:.,: -:::r

circle resuLts in a càmbered Joukowski airfoí1. The f low around ..:.',.'.,;,,

this airfoit can be obtained from the transformed flow around

the circular cylinder. The circulation around the airfoil ís

obtained by applying the Kutta condition which requires the

velocÍty at the trailing edge to be finite, and so the point

on the circular cylinder which corresponds to the trailing edge

must be a stagnation point. Then the coefficient of lift will

be otained. from the theorem of Kutta and Joukowski. This

gives the ideal lift-curve slope to be equa'I to 2lt/tadi-an for

thin airf oi Is at smal-1 incidences.

All Joukowski airfoils have cusps at the Ërailing edge;

the application of von Karman and TreffEz transformation will

result in airfoils with finite angle trailing edges-

Different exact and approximate analytical methods have

been developed to calculaÈe the steady flow of an incompressible

inviscid fluid about two-dimensional arbitrary airfoils. A

good survey of these methods has been given by Giesing in Ref. 4.

An exact method to calculate the pressure distributíon

around an airfoil of given arbitrary shape hes been put forward,

È



by Theodorsen who maps a single aírfoil. into a circle.

Initially, the airfoiI is mapped into a pseudo-circle by an

inverse Joukowski transformation and then into an exact circle

by a second transformation. The procedures can be generalized

and improved by replacing the single Joukowski transformation

by one, or more than one, j.nverse Karman-Treffi-z transformation.

With such a transformation an airfoíl with any number of surface

slope discontinuities, in addition to the trailing edge dis-

conÈinuity, can be mapped into a smooth pseudo-circle.

The application of exact analytic solution to practical

problems ís generally beyond the capability of hand computation;

therefore approximate solutions have in the past received most

of the attention of investigators in the field of potential

flow. Goldstein developed a series of systematic approximations

to the exact Theod.orsen method which led to a sufficiently

accurate result with littIe labour in computation. The thin

airfoil theory put forward by Munk and refined by Glauert

assumes that the general thín airfoil can be replaced by its

camber line which is assumed to be only a slight distortion of

a straight líne and that the perturbation velocity components

due to the presence of the thin airfoil are small with respect

to the unifor¡n onset f1ow. The thin airfoil theory, whÍch led

to the Linearízation of the problem, has two different types

of analysis. The first one uses an inverse Joukowski trans-

formation of t.he thin airfoil t,o a slightly distorted circle

': ,-: ; :l



which is then transformed to an exact. circle and, the other one

utí1izes a distribution of singularíties placed along the

chord and the strengths of the singularities are determined

by satisfying the boundary conditions. The Èhin airfoil theory

does not usually give accurate pressure distríbutions, especially

near the nose where it gives an infinite va1ue, but it does

give usable .values of the lift coefficient. Riegels established

a correction for the pressure distribution in regions of high

surface s1ope, and, a similar modífication was d,eveloped by

!'leber to improve the pressure distribution r €specially near the

nose.

The approximate solutions are generally unsatisfactory

since they are inapplicable in many cases, their validity in

other cases is not predictable, and t,he accuracy of t,he compuÈed

solutions is .usually unknown.

All the exact and approxímate analytical solutions

mentioned above are unable to handle the flow about multiple

bodies and this fact led to the consideration of the exact

numerical methods of solution.

2.L.zExact Numerical Methods

A distinction must be made between approximate analytic

solutions and exact numerical methods. In the latÈer the

analytical formulation, inctuding all equations, is exact and

numerical approximations are only introduced for purposes of

calculation. Such approximations are numbers having a finite

, i iIi.'

.llr.l;:;r,
i.t t:...

10



number of decimal places and integrals that are evaluated by

quadrature formulas. Exacù numerical methods have the

property that the errors in the cal-culated solution can be

made as small as desired by suf f iciently ref ining the numerical '- :.:
': :_:-:: : :

calculations. fn contrast, approximate solutions introduce

analytical approximations into the formulation itself and thus

place a linit on the accuracy that can be obtaine d in a given 
,:., ,,,1,,,.
.,:: ::l r:

case regardtess of the numerical procedures used. 
':1 

" 
:l

: 
tt" tt'"-t

There appear to be two classes of exact numerical solutions i,i.':,',:i

that have been applied to the general fluíd dynamics problem"

The first one is the network method based on finite-difference

approximations of the derivatives of the potential; the second

is based on the solution of an inte$rat equatíon over the

bound.ary surface which involves determination of a singularity

distribution over the boundary surface. The network method is

usually unsuitable for the external fluid dynamics problem

since the solution gives the whole field whil-e it is usually

only t,he boundary values which are of interest. The flow field

about an airfoit is infinite in extent, which necessitates the

distribution of the netlttork conÈrol points throughout many

body lengths i.n each direction resulting in a large number of

control points and a consequently large number of equations,

while the integral methods require only conÈrol points distributed

on the.boundary of the airfoil. This difference is illustraÈed

in Figure 4.

11



The method used in this work is a. surface singularity
method- A good presentation of the different surface singu-
larity methods has been given by Giesing in Ref. 4 and the/

following dis cuss ion is based on .that work.

The exact integral equation- representations of the problem
may be formulated in a variety of ways, â11- leading to Fredholm

integral equations of ei tl:er the f irst or t.he second kind.
Both source and vortex distributions have been used in these
methods but the most widely used surface singurarity method is
that of Hess and Smith (Ref. 3) which uses a distribuÈion of
sources on the surface of the airfoil section combined with a

vorticity distribution to generate circuration. Giesing
(Ref. 4) reported that the idea of this method was first stated
by Lotz and developed and extended by vandrey. rt has been

adapted for an electronic computer by Hess and smith (Ref. 3).
on the other hand, a singurarity nethod which uses a vorticity
distribution has been formulated by praeger and deveJ.oped and,

extended by Mart.ensen and Jacob; ít has also been modified and

improved by Wilkinson.
' rn the vortex singularity method, the boundary condition
of zero normal velocity reads to a Fredholm integral equation
of the first kind which encounters numerical difficulties in
its solution- rf the boundary condition is changed by seËting
the tangential verocity on the airfoil inner surface equal to
zero, a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind results

I2



which is numerically more tractable- The method which will

be used in this work is that of Hess and Smith and so it wi]l

be discussed in some detail.

The basic idea of the surface source distribution method

is to cover the body surface with a continuous distribution

of sources and to adjust the strength of this distribution so

,,, that an: normal component of the total velocity on Èhe body

, surface is zero. This boundary condition can be written for
:,1'' the disturbance potential 0 as ín equation 2 -9

1À++

# = úo, . n . 2.L2

->
i for a certain onset flow V , this means that the boundary

on
I,-âô
, condition for f is known. Since the elementary source is a

dn

I well-known fundamental solution of Laplace's equation, the

source distribution will also be a solution. When this bound-

ary condition is applied to the sou'rce distribution f low, a

Fredholm inËegral equation of the second kind is obtained in

the form given in Ref. 4.

,l+->aQ(t) - 2r.o(r) + 4Tt É o(s)' Ë(t,q)' íttl' ds - 2.L3ân )s

The KerneI function È(trq) is the velocity at the surface point

t due to a unit source at the surface point q.

The most straightforward means of evaluating this integral

is by quadrature formula which uses small surface elements

over which the singularity strength is finite- Different

approaches have been adopted by various workers . For example,

t,he boundary curve of the airfoil is specified by a number of

13



points and then approximated' in some approaches; by the

inscribed polygon formed by the straight lines joining these

points, or by a polynomial curve in others- SimiIarly, the

singularity strength on each element has been considered, in

Some approaches, to be constant, a simple polynomial' or some

other function. In all cases, the singularity distribution

is allowed to cont,ain one free parameter for each of the N

elementsinto which the surface is divided. Equation 2.L3 can

be writ,ten, after the evaluation of the integral by the quad-

rature formula, in the form

aQ (t) - i o. . 4.. 2.L4ânktk K=I

The application of the boundary condition, implicit in

equations 2.L2 and 2.L4, êt one point on each of the N elements

gives a set of linear equations for the N free Parameters

describing the singularity distribution. Once the singularity

distribution is knor,¡n for a certain onset f low ' it can be used

to determine the velocity on and off the body. Since the

Laplace equation is linear, its solutions may be superimposed

to give further solutions. The flow about an airfoil may be

thought of as a linear combination of the following three main

onset flows: -

uniform flow (u-) at zero angle of attack

uniform flow (V-) at 90o angle of attack

círculatory flow (f) representative of the airfoil lift.

:-:::)
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more elaborate formulatj-on should give a g.reater accuracy for

a given N; or .it is poss.ible that a more elaborate f ormulatíon

coul-d reduce computíng time for a given accuracy by using a

sma1le.r value of N. In other \"¡ords, it is possible that

computing a smaller matr.í.x and solving a smal-ler number of

equations would do more than compensate for the additional

computing time required by more elaborate velocity formulas.

In this work two formulations have been tried, the first one

used a linearly varying singul-arity strength on flat elements

and the second one used a parabolicly varying singularity

strength on parabolic el-ements " '

2'"2 The Laminar Boundary Laye r__licmpgtation

ar bound.ary layer along a solid bound-

ary with prescribed pressure distribution is gioverned by

Prandtl's approximation to the full equations of motion of a
i

low viscosity ftuid" The general problem is'one of formidable 
:

complexit,y involving, as it does, partía1 dif ferential equations i,,'i.:.

with two independ.ent variables. A good review of the different

methods to solve t,his problem is included in Ref . 5. The most

effective analytic attack on it has been by the so-calIed series

so'l ution method to which Blasius, Hiemenz, Howarth, Frossling

and Ulrich have made the most important contributions. How-

eveï, there are many external velocít,y distributions of

practical interest that can not be handfed using this method .

But there is s.uch an immediate need for a solution that

.:.....:
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approximate meth.ods. of varying accur.acy have b.een devised for

the rapid calculatíon of the principal characteristics of the

laminar boundary 1a.yer. Such methods usually approximate the

boundary layer velocity distribution at any point,, by one of

a known famil]z of distributions whose development along the

surface is de.t'e:rmined by some means, such as the momentum

integral equation. The approximations are manifest in the

assumptions adopted to solve that equation. The simplest and

most classic. of these methods is that of Pohlhausen, which

assumes a polynomial velocity distrÍbution with coefficients

dependent on the pressure gradient. It is well known to give

poor results in regions of rising pressure ' especially near

the point of boundary layer separation.

Thwaites' method (nef. 6), which is a very commonly used

one, is based. on the analysis of the results of existing exact

solutions and offers a fair deg'ree of accuracy combined with

simplicity. There are other similar methods put forward by

Young, Winterbottom, Falkner and Tetervin. Thwaites' method,

with the modification introduced by Curle and Skan (Ref.7),

will be used in this work

Thwaites introduced two non-dimensional parameters 9" and

m defined as
;t¡.

/:lo--3
uaa

faul
t.ã;J

andm===tt l'èll
wall utt [3n2)wa11

T7

2.L5



The parameter I is directry related to the skin friction: m

is related to the external pressure (or verocity) gradient

through the only boundary condition in which the external
gradient appears ,

v l.3al - I dp - u--'d(u..)/ds= - u..(ui,.) 2.L6- 
lr"rjr"rr p ds -tt

so that n =-(ul-l - a'/vtt 2.L7

lI Thus m is a very important parameÈer of the velocity profile

and if the velocity profiles are assumed to form a uni-parametric

family, then m can be regard,ed as the form parameter. In that

case 9" (and the conventional shape parameter, H) must be a

unique function of m for all velocity profiles.

The momentum integral equation can be wrítten in the form

do'?.
ãã*c'(H+2) it!=-vg- 2.t8utt uaa'o

and by making use of equation 2.L7, it becomes
: t"
.:.:t::.

':j:, 
..: 'u** ' do2 = 2v . {n(H + 2) + ¿} = v L(m) , z-Lg r:.::,,,(- L 

,,',,,os

whe re

L(m) = z {n(H + 2) + gi 2.20
t. :j: :

Thwaites evaluated the expression represented by the

right hand side of equation 2.20 for the different velocity

profires gíven by known exact sorutions covering a wide range

18



of pressure gradients and found that the resulting curves lay

close to the straight líne

L(m) = 0.45 + 6 m ) ')'l

Substituting equation 2"2L into the momentum integral equation

2.19 and then integrating gives the result

02 = o.4s v (u..)-6 " f.= (u.,)s" ds 2.22
ËE )o EE

Now, for a given main-stream velocity distribution, Uaa(s),

the value of O2 can be d.etermined at any point by a simple

quadrature. Then the param€ter m can be obtained from equation

2"L7" The following step would be the determination of the

values of l, and. H, but the plots of these two as functions of

m, as determined by Thwaites from the analysis of some known

solutions, shor,¡ed signif icant scatter for positíve values of m.

This scatter reflects the inadequacy of the assumptíon

th4t the boundary layer profiles form'a uni-parametric family.

Thv¡aiteso Ëherefore selecÈed certain of the exact solutions

most relevant to the flow past airfoils as a guide andn on Èhe

basis of these solutions ' he devised a table for I' and H as

unique functions of m. This table was recommended by Thwaites

as offering a reasonable overall accuracy for many problems of

practical inÈerest. These tabulated val-ues are not completely

consistent with equation 2"2L, implying thae some accuracy in

satisfyingf the momentum integral equation has been sacrificed

to mitigate the error involved in the assumption of a uni-

19
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parameÈric family of velocíty profiles. Thwaites chose the

value of m at the stagnation point to be equal to -0.075, which

Ímmediately fixes the value of 0 at the stagnation point and

can be used as a starting poínt for calculation. Thwaites also

predícted that separation will occur at a value of m equal to

0.082. Curle and Skan (Ref - 7), using ne\^r accurate solutions

for steady incompressible Iaminar boundary Iayer fl-ow obtained

by Gortler, modified this value of m at separation to 0.09.

They al-so íntroduced some nodifications to the tabulated values

of 9" and H corresponding to the range of m from 0.064 to 0.09,

which are presented in Table I.

2.3 Modellinq the Boundary Layer and Sepqration Effects

There are three well-known v¡ays in which experimental

data differs from the values given by potential theory due to

the effects of viscosity. The first is that the experimental

lift curve slope is always l-ess than the theoretical one and

that loss of lift is due to the modification of the Kut,ta

condition. The second is a difference in the pressure distrib-

ution in the trailing edge region -if no separation occurs -'due

to the bound,ary layer thickness. The third is a pressure

distribution change due to flow separation where experimental

evidence shows that the pressure is nearly constant in the

separat,ion region. The first two of these effects - due to

boundary layer only - can be corrected by adding the boundary

layer displacement thickness to the airfoil and applying a

20
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modified Kutta condítion. As iar as the external flow ís

concerned, the effect of the viscous bounaarf layer is equÍ-

valent to a potential flow along the airfoil with the displace-

ment thickness added to it " (This mod,etring is valid provided

that the boundary layer is not separated" If separation occurs,

the modelling can be applied up to the point of separation

followed by a representatíon of the separation region.) An

alternative approach is to regard, the bound,ary layer as equi-

valent to a distribution of sources which will generate

streamline at a distance equat to the displ-acement thickness

a\,{ay from the airfoil. The displacement thíckness effect on

the potential flow is essenÈialJ.y a near field effect. At

distances larger than the physical boundary layer thickness

from the airfoÍ1, the rear flow is like a potentiar flow about

an airfoil with a displacement Lhickness added to it," The

accuracy of t.his model decreases as the body is approached-

The closest d.istance at v¡hich the flow model is,sufficiently

accurate depends on the shape of the added displacement thick-

ness, indications are tha'c for a smoothly growing displacement

thickness, the pressure at the airfoil surface mod.ified by the

displacement thickness is sufficiently accurate"

The modifÍed Kutta condition requires that Èhe velo-

,. cíties (and therefore the pressures) aïe the same at the poinÈs

at the edge of the boundary layer at the trailing edge" If

separation occurs, this condÍtion will- be applied at the

poínts of separation on the upper and lower surfaces. ThÍs

i'::.:,.i r;
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condítion results from the fact that the vorticity shed from

the uppeï boundary layer ínto the wake must be equal to, but

opposite in sign to that shed from the lower surface. If this

!¡ere not so, an airfoil moving steadily would continuously

shed net vorticity which contradícts the assumption of zero

total flux of vorticity. This modified Kutta condition can

be satisfied by adjusting the circulation ti11 such equality

occurs. As has been reported in Ref. 4, the above mentioned

modelling of the effects of the boundary layer ís very common

having been. used by investígat,ors like Preston, Sweeting, and

Spen se.

The modelling of the separation effects is much more

diffÍcult than that of the boundary layer effects. There are

approximate meËhods which assume that, if the region of separ-

ation is small enough, the unseparaËed potential flow modeI

gives good results when the separated regíon it,self is ex-

cluded from consideration.

Henderson has recently establÍshed a new technigue to

model the separation effects. His technique - as illustrated

in Ref. I - is based on the premise that the effects of a

separaËed wake on the airfoil pressure dÍsÈributÍon can be

deternined. if the streamLine dísplacenent caused by the r¿ake

is known. His procedure employs repeated application of a

paneJ- method to solve for the (initially unknown) separated

wake displacement surface using entirely ínviscid boundary

conditions as shown in Figure 6. He then calculated the

potent,ial flow about this surface and the airfoil wit,h t,he

22



displacement thickness added to it in the unseparated region

and computed the oríginal airÍoil characteristics. The results

obtained from Hendersonos technique are quite satísfactory but

the process is cumbersome and a simpler alternative ís desir-

ab1e.

Howarth (Ref. 2) in his work to calculate the lift of an

ellípÈic airfoil, assumed that the actual pressure distribution

wiIl agree with that result,ing from adjusting the círculation

in the potential flow to give equal pressures at the points of

separation on the upper and l-ower surfaces - the modified Kutta

condíÈion. Howarth reported that thís assumption was first

used by Betz, who had shown that the observed pressure distrib-

ution and, the one calculated from the potential flow around a

Joukowski airfoil (with circulation adjusted to give the

appropriate lift) are in good agreement when the wake is small "

$owarth has aLso reported that Fage has published some

experimental results of the pressure. distril¡ution around an

ellipti c cylinder and an airfoíl and compared these with the

pressure distributions."f"ofated from the potential flow as

BeEz did. The agreement found hras not so good as that found

by Betz, though the discrepancy was not large even at the

larger angles of attack and negligible at the small-er ones up

to 6o. It should be noted that Îlowarthts method makes allow-

ances for the circulation reduction due Èo separation, but

not'the displacement effects of the attached and separated

boundary laYers.

a ..'.1
.¡, -...

l,':l'

:

,l 1.:

i :.1,, ,
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The technique which has been tríed in this work is based

on the premise that both ttre bound,ary layer and separation

effects can be modelled by a potential flow pattern of a source

distribution ; over the airfoil surface. This source distrib-

ution will generate a streamline at a distance equal to the

displacement thíckness from the airfoil in the unseparated

region. In the separated region, this source distribution will

cause the total surface velocity, and hence the pressure, to

be constant on the rear of the body.

24



3. THE COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURES

The computational procedures will be presented in two main

parts, the first one will be the computation of the potential

flow around the elliptic airfoil, and the second one will be

the boundary layer growth and separation computation. The

f irst part f o1lows very closely the method of Hess (Ref . 8) " 
;.,,:. ..;.. .

The second part uses the method of Thwaites (Ref " 6) to calculate I i':':j:r:r::

the boundary layer growth up to separation, but the interaction

of the two solutions is new"

3. I The Poten!ial Floy¡ Coriputation

3"1.1 The Element Distribution

The element distribution which will be adopted here is

that one which yields a greater concentration of the elements

in the high curvature regrions" In this distribution, every

elemenÈ subtends an equal eceentric angle and t|" first elemenÈ

has its rnidpoint on the end of the major axis of the ellipse.

The major and mÍnor axes of the ellipse are along the x and Y

axes.

To compute the element curvature of Èhe jth element whích

lies between the jth and (j + f)th points, a circle is passed

through the points j - L, j and j + 1 and another circle through

the points j, j + I and j + 2" The element is taken to be the

circular arc whose curvature is the geometric mean of the

curvature of these two circles and which passes through the jth

25
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and (j + 1)th points. The element control poÍnt is Ëhe míd-

point of this arc and thus not on the line between the two

points j and j + I as it is for methods using flat elements.

If the two círcles have curvatures of opposite sign, the

element curvature is taken as zero. For the first element the

last point N replaces the point j - L, and for the last element

the first point replaces the point j + I and the second poínt

replaces the point j + 2.

The element coordinate axes have their origin at the

element control point, with the f axis parallel to the line

joining the end points of the element. The n axis is normal

(counter-clockwise) to the t axis. The directions of the E

axis and rl axis are as shown in Figure 7 for the different

positíons of the element. The element sizes in Figure 7 have

been exaggerated in order to illustraËe the convention used.

The element slope angle o is the angle from the X-axis to the E

axis, nêasured positive in the counter-clockwi.se direction; this

convention for the angle o is convenient for the notation of the

normal and tangential velocity components which wilI folIow

Iater, the value of the angle c of the jth element, is determined

from the relation

'.'-.;.
L '',: :' :

i"., :r

- Y, v
-1 -i +1 -i

v. 9q¡¡I x.I +1 *j

The ellipse chosen for illr¡strating the method has a major
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axis length of two uníts and a mínor axis length of 1/3 unit.

The computation proced.ure for the jth element curvature

begins with the d.etermination of the coordinates of the mid-

point of the jth element chord line, and the midpoints of the

preceding and succeeding element chord lines" The line ew

(shown ín Figure 8) is normal to the chord line of the (j -f)th

element from its nridpoint e. Similarly, the line fw is normal

to the chord. líne of the jth element from its midpoint f and

the line gz is normal- to the chord line of t.he ( j + f ) th ele-

ment from íts rnidpoint g. The línes eI¡i7 and fw intersect in w

which is the centre of the "arc which passes through the points

j -L, j and j +1, with a radius *1 equal to the distance from

point w to point j. Similar1y, the lines fw and gz, intersect

in z which is the centre of the arc which passes through the

points j, j+1 and. j+2 with a radius R. equal to the distance

from point z to point j + 1-

After obtaining the two centres w and z, their coordinates

(0, yl and O o ir) are f ound with respect to the jth el-ement

coordinate axes (8, ñl shown in Figure 8" (These coordinaÈe

axes have their origin at f., the midpoint of the chord of the

jÈh element ínstead of the element control point which has not

yet been determíned) . Thus , çL and ! 2 are given by

("* 
"t) " cosct. (X\nr-xf) sinoir

v- = (Y Y-) 'coso. - (x -x-) sincx,."'2 z t I z Í. l

v=-1
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If these two values have opposite signs, the curvature

of the element is set to be zero. If they have the same sígn,

the radíus R and the curvature c take the values

![ = (*f nr) L, c = L/R

and the sign of the curvature is that of yl and y2.

The circular arc which represents the element is shown in

Figure 9 with its centre at T and a radius R. In this figure

the distances A, R¡ and h have t,he values

^ 
= ((x. x.)2 + (y. y.)2)t IJ+I I l+r l

*: = (a2 (L/Ð 2)\ 
,

h =R *¡

The coordínates of the element control point with respect

to the coordÍnate axes shown in Figure 9 are i-- and i givenco 'co
by

i=0,co

Y.o = -h for Posit'ive curvature,

= *h for negative curvature.

The control point coordinat,es with respect to the body axes

are X and Y given byco co

x.o = I.o'coso. - l"o'sÍncr. * xf = -l"o'sino. * xr ,

Y = ; 'coso. + ; 'sino,. *Y-= t -'coscl. + Y-
co 'co j --co -----j -f 'co I r
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3" 1- 2 The Velocity Components

The major part of the potential flow cal-culation is the

calculation of the velocities at all points on the boundary-

It requires the calculat.ion of velocities induced by the

elements at each other's conÈrol points. The required. formulas

are those giving the veLocity components due an eLement at a

general poínt in space. It is convenient to derive these

formulas in the coordinate system based on the e1ement,. As

shown in Figure 10, it is required to compute the velocity at

a point (x, y) induced by a curved element of the boundary.

The arc length along the bo*undary is denoted by s, and a general

point of the curve is (8, n)" The distance between (x, y) and

(E , n) is

r = {(x - Ð2 + (y n)2it 3- 1

The source density distribution along the boundary curve

ís represented by a power seríes in the neighbourhood of the

origin of the curve in the form of

3"2

The boundary curve is defined by some function n - n(E)"

In the neighbourhood of t,he origrin, the curve has a po\"¡er

series in the form of

n = c E2 + sE3 + - 3"3

The velocity at the point (x, y) due to the source dis-

tribution over the element, will be

t,:. '..
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3.4

-L/ 2
\,there i and j are unit vectors along 6 a{¡d n.

using equations 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, the integirand of equation

3.4 can be expressed as a function of E, and then expanded in

po\úers of E. The resulting integrals can be integrated trivially
->to givg an expansion for ü in powers of 

^. 
However, the result-

ing expansion will not converge if the distance of the point

(x, y) from the origin is less than L/2. This situation can

arise at the trailing edges of airfoils and also elsewhere for

thín airfoils. Accordingly a modified expansion is used for the

distance r in the form

"-n:l . o(s).qå.dE ,

tz 'J dq

12 = {(x -

2

t

where
,f. = {(x-

1=
t2

The remaining parts

follows:

Ð2 + y2] 2yn + n2

2 y n + n2 , 3.5

3.6

In

3.7

OnIy the latter terms in equation 3-5 are expanded.

parti cular

1

2tf

z cy E2 + o(t3)ri

of the expansion can be obtained as
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e-

I
0

.)

r

=l
0

+(2

ds

S

I
0-

ç

I0-
ç

Io.g

I
0

{(ag) 2 + (dn) 2Ì 
= {r + q an/dE)2}\ .dE

,\\ .dE{r cE + 3gE2 +

(r+4 "'E' *....)L .dE

(1+2"'E2+...).d6

"2 t3 + o (E'-)E*1

Also, for the source

o = o(o) + o(1)

distribution,

. s + o(21 s2 +

o(1){E * ? cz1s +o(t'*)}
o(t)t + o(2) E2 + o(t3)

3.8

3-9

are

yie lds

result has

3. l0

o(o)

o(o)

+

+

+ o(') {E .?"rE *o (Eb) }2 +.

In the present investigaÈion, terms through E2

retained in the integrand of equation 3.4, and this

expansion fo= T valid through the terms in 43. The

the form

i = itol o(0) + (i(1) o(1) * Ç(c) o(0) c) 
^ 

+ i(2)

(o(2) + , o(o) "2) Lz + o (44) ,

where the velocíties +(o), T(t), +(c) .rra T(2) are functions

of x/L and y,/A that approach zeto linearly r,irith the quantity

L/ (*2 + y2)1. The formulas for these velocities are given

iii,,,:r.hl i.i
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below, and their proof is presented in Appendix (A).

";o' = rn trltrll, "do' = 2 ran ' to;/{*'+ f - (L/zlz}l ,

wh ere

ti = (x + L/z)z + yz and 13 = (x - A/2)2 + y2

The remaining velocity components are

";t'=i(r'.r,lo) +*'.,r¿o'- 2L) ,

(1) 1 (0) (0)) 
,tn =Ã(x'vrì Y'"¿

";"' = f, t- z*. ,rdo) + zv . ,rlo) * (xya tl trlrllt ,

.'!t) = L {, x y.,rjo) + (x2 y2) - .,r!o) - 2 x a} ,E 
^2 

- I 'n r ' 't

v(2) = r {(x2 yz)..r;o' - 2 xy r¿0, + 2 y A}n 
^2

The fírst term ;(o) o(0) on the right equation 3.to

corresponds to the velocity due to a constant so.urce density

on a flat element, and it will be referred to as the zero order
term because it represents the base case. The second, term (or

the first order term of equation 3.lO) consists of two parts,

one proportionar to the change in o over the eÌement and one

proportional to o(0) times the change in srope angle over the

element. rn general these two components of the second term

are the same ord,er of magnitude, although there may be special
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regions where one is larger, for example a flat region on a

surface" Thus it is mathematically inconsistent to include

one of. these f irst order terms wi thout the other as is d,one

in methods that use flat elements and a linearly varying sing-

ularity" Hess (Ref. B) reported that the second order term of

eguation 3.10, whích contains 
-)(2), 

turns out to be numerically

unimportant for most practical purposes and is of vaLue mainly

to íllustrate that terms of this and higher order are quite

smal 1 .

Therearethreeparametersthatdescribethevariationof

o on any element, namely the midpoint value o(0), the midpoint 
'r1) (2)

slope o'*' and the midpoint second derivative o'-' The latter 
l

r

two must be eliminated so that there is just one parameter per 
I

i

e1ement,name1ythesingu1arityva1ueo(0),whichwi11bedenoted,
;

simply o since there is no ambiguity" The derivatives of the o i

distribution on the jth el-ement are determined by differentiat-

ing the parabola through three successive values of o namely

o. ar o. and o. , a. Explicity,
l-l J J+r

oÍ1) = D. o. - + E. o. + F. o. , 3.11
I I l-r I I J J+r

ol2) = c. o. - + A. o. + r. o. 3.L2
J J ]-I _] ] ] J+L

The formulas for oj, *j, tj, 
"j, 

aj and tj and their proof are

listed in Appendi x (A) .

The velociÈy índuced by the jth element at the control
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* ii?) rol2) + , olo) "1) ^1 ,rl I I I l

substituting from equations 3.ll and 3.12 int,o equation 3.13

give s

point of the ith êlement according to equation 3.10 is

î. . = îÍ9) oÍo) + (îi1) o. (1) * îÍ:) o.(0) ' ^

1r r-r l rl l LJ r tjJ ^j

i.. = rij9) *iÍl) E. ^ *iÍî)c. 
^. 

*+Í?)r_l r-J r-J I I 1l I I rl

3.13

3.L4

i:::

i..tri.
For the first element of the ellipse the quantities with

subscripts (j - 1) are defined as those associated with the

last element,. Similarly for the last element of the body Èhe

quantities with subscripts (j + r) are defined as those associated

with the first element

The dot product of each ?.. from equation 3.L4 with ther-l
unit normal vector of the ith element yields a scaLar matrix

whose ent,ries are the normal velocity at the control point of

the ith element, due to a unit value of o. . This is the coefficient

matrix of the set of linear equations that express the normal
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velocity boundary conditions.

The procedure for the calculation of the normal velocity

at the control point of the ith element due to a unit value of

O. is to first calculate the components tE and tn associated
J

with the quantíties with subscript j in equation 3.L4 in the

direction of the E and n axes of the jth element. These two

components are then used to calculate tX and ty in the dírection

of the x and Y axes of the bocly through the relations

3. 15

3. 16

vv = vr ' cos0. vñ ' sÍnC[. ,
^..lrll

ry = tt ' sinCl . + tn ' cosc!.

Similar procedures are followed for the quantities with sub-

script (j - 1) and (j + fl in equation 3.14 where first the velocity

components are calculated in the direction of the axes of t'he

(j - 1)th and (j + f)trr elements and then their contributions to

the values of rX and v" are calculated bv similar formulas to

those of equations 3.15 and 3.16

After the total values of tX and v" are calculated, they

are used to calculate the normal and tangential components of

the veLocity t' and va at the control point of the ith element

due to a unit value of oj on the jth element through the follow-

ing relations:

n = tX sinCf . ty cos0. ,

= tx coso. + tY sinc¿.
il:;"'+
¡-::J_'t,
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resuLt in a normaL velocity that has a

when it is directed outside the e1lípse, and

lociÈ12 that has a positive value when it is

anti-clockwise directíon"

hich has r, | "= 
its entries is used. to solvenl'irj

distribution.

of the N linear equations

These relations

pos i tive va l-ue

a tangrential ve

directed in an

A matrix v¿

for the source

The system

N
-tÀvl nll=r 'rrj

->->
" O. = [V__"n], , i- = I,2, ".."N 3.17JOnl_

is solved. for the source distribution for the three onset f1ows,

name lv:

- uniform flow (U_) in the direction of the positive X

axi s ('ze ro angle of attack ) an d of magn i tude

U=Wco"cosßco co

uniform flow (Vø) in the direction of the posit,ive y

axis (90" angle of attack) and of magnitude i.,1::.,1,,:;..,
3:'?::rì:r ":'
,¡.;';.:-;;¡ 1-¡;'.:V = W " sin ß ::..:.::::
'.:- 

::::: ::::;::_:::-:ææ
uniform vorticity disÈribuÈion, ] , over the boundary

surface with a magnitude

Y=4T'W-I'i:.ti:r.::,'..:',,
l:, :::ti.t.,-:ì,.iiì''

so that the circuLation has the value

f - 4Tr " l{_ - (the eltipse periphery) -oco
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The tangential and normal velocities on the boundary

surface due to this uniform vorticity onset flow (without the

accompanying source distribution) are calculated using the same

equations as for the source distribution on the boundary

surface together with the relation between the velocity com-

ponents of a source to those of a vortex-
Lr.

Each onset flow is used with its corresponding computed

source distribution to calculate the tangential velocity around 
¡,,,.,,

:t.'.,
the ellipse due to that onset flow as

3.18

These computed tangent,ial velocities are then compared with their '

theoretical values to check the accuracy of the higher order

surface singularity method- the theoretical values of these ;

tangentíal velocities are presented in Appendix (B) .

r-*-+N
u. l = tú .ll.+ x v. l o.

E, l on i t' I -l
'1 l=I '1rl

The plotting of the computed and theoretical velocity

distributions for the three onset flows, shoh¡n in Figures 11,

L2 and 13, shows that the computed distributions are already

smooth. Comparison with the theoretical distributions shows

that the errors whích occur in the computed velocities are

smal 1 .

A spline fit technique (described in Appendix (C)) is used

to fit each of these velocity distributions with a differentiable

function. The velocity gradient for each of the velocíty

distributions is then calculated from the corresponding.spline

function. The computêd gradient, for each velocity distribution

i,r,ì.i.1

L-:::r:.i
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is compared with its theoretical vaLue and the comparison is

generally satisfactory and confirms that tÏrere was no need to

smooth the velocity distribution. The theoretical gradients of

the three velocít¡z distributions are presented in Appendix (B).

The spline fit technique presented in Appendix (C) uses a

specified end condition which arises from the fact that the

velocity profiles are symmetrical about the major or (and) minor

axes. This technique of the spline fit was found to give better

accuracy than fitting a cubic equation to every successive four

points of the d.ata.

Lami-nar Boundar Lãyer Displacement and Separation Effects
Computation

For a certain angle of attack the procedures to calculate
the circulation and hence the coefficient of tift, taking into
account the laminar boundary layer displacement and separation

effects at a particul-ar Reynolds number, forl-ow.bhe five steps

given below.

step_1. The circulation is adjusted such that the reaï

st,agnation poínt coincides wi th the downstream end. of the ma jor

axis. (This is a convenient but arbitrary choice and is a

substitute for the conventional Kutta condítion used for airfoils

with sharp trailing edges) "

Step 2. T-he total tangential ve Loci ty distribution around

the ellipse is determined. This total tangential velocity U"a

around-the ellipse has four. components namely, the tangential
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velocitv II due to the zero angle of attack component of the' tI
uniform onset flow, the tangential velocity u_ due to the 90ot2
angtre of attack component of the uniform onset fIow, the tangential
velocity U. due to the circulatoïy flow (aajuited by iteration)- r,3

and the tangential velocity U- due to the source distributiont4

which represents the boundary layer displacement 
"n9 separation

effectsr (a1so adjusted by iteration). rn the first iteration
the value of u+ around the e1lipse. is se.t equal to the valuet3
obtained in Step L, and Ua is set equal to zero.

4
The total tangential velocity distribution is used to

determine the positíon of the front stagnation point. Since the

total tangential velocity consists of components which have been

expressed, analytically (by cubic sprine funct,ions) in every

interval between two successive control poÍnts, the procedure

to determine the front staLnatíon point employs a searching point
technÍque to find a root for the cubic polynominal which expresses

t'he total tangential velocity in the interval which includes the

front, stagnation point.

Starting from the front stagnati

velocity distribution is used to compu

momentum thickness, g , over the upper

Thwaites' formula (Ref,. 6) of Equation

-rs
02 = 0.45 v (U--) o 

ILL )o

This can be expressed non-dimensionall

on point,

te the dis

and lower

2 .22

(utt) s .

yas

the total tangent,ial

tribution of the

surfaces using

39
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- 6 ls/d(A/d)2 Re = 0.45 (ü.*,/!ü_) [ ,u*r/w*)s " d(s,/d), 3-19EE @ 
) o

where Re = ð, " rtl*/t) " The integration included in Equation 3- 19

has been performed analyticalry by integrating the spline

function which represents the total tangential velocity-

The value of ( 0/¿) 2ne coiripute d in Equation 3. l9 is then

used to calculate the value of m from

m = - 02 (du"a,/ds) = (0/al2.Re.d(u"a,/w"o) /d(s/d,) . 3-2o

The two separation points on the lower and. upper surface
are determined from the value of m at separatíon (given by Curle
and skan in Ref- 7 as m = oï09). rf the separation point does

not coincide with a control point, linear interpolation is used

to determine ibs positíon, and also the value of 02 and u attt
that position"

st,ep 3. The two total t.angential velocities at the upper

and rower separation points are compared to each other: they

should be equal to satisfy the modj-fied Kutta cond.ition. rf
the velocities dif fer by more than a specif ied limit (o "'01 w*

is used) r ârl increment of circulation is added to equalize the

total tangential velocities at the separation points. The

criterion which is used to define the approximate inc:rement of

circulation orr in other words the increment of the circulation

velocity, is to assume thaÈ the position of the two separation

points wirl not change and. thus the fractional increment of

circulation velocity is

::f1:.-::.i::
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'.:

Fractional increment of circulation velocity

= The difference in the absolute values of the total
tangential velocity at the tvro separation points/
The sum of the absolute values of the two circulation
velocities at the two separation points with f - f_"

o

This fractional increment is multiplied by the circulaÈion

velocity (due to the basic circulatíon, fo) and the result is

added to the existing Èotal tangential velocity distribution in

ttre direction that will increase the small value at one of the

separaÈion points and decrease the other one. The additional

circulation velocity changes the pressure distribution and there-

fore the boundary layer must be recalculated- The'procedures

beginning at Step 2 are tfrJrefore iterated till the two separation

poinÈs possess equal total tangential vel-ocity, u".p-

For angles of attack r gïêater than 6o , it r¡ras found that a

darnping factor must be used with the added incremental circulat,ion

vefocity so that the iteration process converges to yield tuTo

separation points which possess equal total tangential velocities.

å!eL4. The distribution of Èhe boundary layer shape f actor

H is determined in the unseparated region from the disÈribution

of m usíng a Lagrange interpolation with the value of m and H

given in Table t" Then, usingr the distribution of both the

momentum thickness and the shape factor, the distribution of

the displacement thickness (ôo

and upper surfaces as far as the separation points" This dis-

Ëribution is smoothed (using a least-square cubic spline subroutine

presented in Appendix C) and the derivative of the smoothed

values with respect to Ëhe distance along the surface is
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calculated.

It must be noted that the value of the momentum thickness,

and hence the displacement thickness, is not zero at the front

stagnation point. The value of the momentum thickness is

d,etermined from equaËion 3.2O by setting the value of m at the

front stagnation point equal to -0.075 as determined by Thwaites.

The loca1 value of the normal velocity which when combined

with the existing potential flow will force the dividing stream-

line away from the surface a distance equal to the displacement

thickness in the unseparated region, is given by

d6*ú = u.nËËds 3 .2r

The proof of this formula is gíven in Ref

Step 5. The basic idea of the present technique is to

find a source distribution over the boundary surface which will

result in a normal velocity distribution in the unseparated

region equal to U- of equat.ion 3.2L. The equations developedn

earlier for the source distribution to give the potential flow

around the ellipse are used,. At the control poinÈ i in Èhe

unseparated region, the proposed "boundary Iayer" source dis-

tribution must satisfy

N

u = X v I ' o.n i=r nlí,j l 3.22

In the separated region, this "boundary layer'source dis-

tribution must satisfy the constant pressure boundary condition

;'r.jìl

i:.:'

l.:::

ir.;r
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which takes the form of the resultant, velocity is constant and

equal to the total tangential velocity at the separation point

U__ . Thus, it can be written that at the control point i insep

t'he separate d regi on, the "boundary la.yer" source distríbution ,,',,,' , ,,1 
',

must satisfy

u3.n = t 
,], 'r[r, j' oi]' * t(ur.-urn' * 

,1, '.1r, j'o)l' ' 3'23

It is seen from eguation 3.23 that the resultant velocity

has a normal component due to the "boundary layer" source dis-

tribution and a tangential component. Because ëquation 3.23 is

non-linear, the tangential component is expressed in a form

suitable for iteration: the Èerm U_ signifies the value oft4

i: :;i'::

N
-tL v. I ¡ o.

r r tl. . - j
J=r lrrl

evaluated from the previous approximation of the "bou

layer" source distribr¡tion. (For the first iterat,ion

put equal to zero)

Equations 3.22 and 3.23 can be thought to resul

quadrat,ure of an i ntegral equation whi ch has the f orm

l*+U (S) = 2Tro(q) + 4r Þ o(t).r(t,q).n(q).dsnJs

n dary

,U-ist4

t from the

in the unseparated, regrion, and

u3"n = {ztr.o(q) + ¿n fro,., 
-È(.,q) .l(s).as}2 + {u.et 

(q) - u.n (q) + ¿n 
fro,t, 'È ( t ,q)

'Ë(a)'ds]2

3.24

in the separated region.
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When applying equation 3.22 to the cont,rol points in the

unseparated region and equation 3.23 to the control points in

the separated region, the result will be a system of N non-

linear equations whose solution gives the required source dis-

tribution. The met,hod which is used t,o solve this system is

t,he Newton-Raphson method which employs an initial (assumed)

approximation to the solution and an iteration process to improve

it Èill it convergres to a solution of the s¡¡s tem.

Vthen the system of the non-Iinear equations converges to a

solution for the source distribution, a new tangential velocity

U- due to that distribution is calculated around the ellipse ast4

N

U
t4

3 .25

This nev¡ distribution of U* is to be used to define a new field
-4

(U--) in which the boundary layer grows. The distribution of
LL

U- is first smoothed, using the same computer subroutine whicht 4 
--,,: ,;,,has been used to smooth the displacement thickness, and . then the ;''::'

gradient of U- is obtained by differentiat,ing the spline
t4

functíon which expresses the smoothed distribution of U-,4
The new distributíon of U- around the ellipse is usedt4

in Step 2 instead of the previous one and the procedures begin-

ning from Step 2 (the circulation taking its last adjusted

value) through Step 5 are iterated till stable positions of the

points of separation occur.
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when stabre positions of the two separation points occuï,
the last adjusted circulation is used to calcuLate the co-

efficient of lift"

'r i rr ow-f
JL !o*å¿ Io*å¿
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4. RESULTS & DlSCI'SSION

The solution of the problem of low viscosity laminar flow

around an elliptic airfoil, following the computational

proced,ures of Chapter 3, has been adapted in this work to an

¡electronic computer. The comput,er programme - which is presented

in Appendix D - has been set up for a laminar fLow with a Reynolds

number equal Èo 8OO and an elliptic airfoil with a fineness ratio

of 6:1. However, the programme can be adapted to any values of

the fineness ratio and Reynolds number provided the flow remains

laminar up to the points of separation.

4.I Discussion of the Potential Flow Results

The first surface singularity method that was tried in this

work lvas one which used a linearly varying s ingularity s trength

on flat elements. The results which were obtained from this

method when it was applied to a circular cylinder and an elliptic

cylinder for a wide range of the number of elements (from lZ up |-;
- ,t.,

to 98) showed that the errors in the tanqential velocity around ..,.,..'
:.:- :

the boundary surface $¡ere oscillatory about the exact solution.

The amplitude of this oscillation changed along the boundary

surface and the results were found to be sensitive to many 
i,:,ai
I :.il

factors like the scale of the cytinder, the number of the surface

elements and their orientation. After extensive investigation,

it was found that the reason for this numerical instability Í¡tas

that t,he matrix of the linear equations - whose solution gives Èhe
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source distribution on the boundary surface - is nearly singular.

Tables 2 and 3 present the resuLts obtained from this method for

a circular and an elliptic cylinder with the number of surface

elenents N equal to 36 for the círcular cylínder and, 24 for the

elliptic cylinder. It must be noted that although the velocities

had been calculated in non-dimensional form, the scale of the

cylinder affected the size of the values through the computations

and led to a very slight change in t,he matrix elements which

changed the solution due to the ÍlI-condit,ioning of the matrix.

The second surface singuJ.arity method that was tried was the

one which uses a parabolically varying singularity strengÈh on

parabolic elements. The computed tangential veLocity d,ue to the

three onset flows, a uniform flow with zeto angle of attack, a

uníform flow wiËh 9Oo angle of attack, and a uniform vorticity

distribution around, the ellipse as well as their theoretical

values, the errors and the percentage errors are presented in

Tables 4r 5, and 6 respectively fof a number of surface elements

equal to 60. These velocity dist,ributÍons are also shown in

Figures lL , L2, and 13. Both the Figures and the Tab1es have

been set up for one quadrant only al-though t,he computed. velocities

are not identícalIy the same in Ëhe different guadrants due to

roundÍng off errors. The error has been defined as

error = the eomputed velocity - the theoretical velocity,

and the percentage error as the percentage of the error in rela-

tiontothetheoretica1ve1ocit,yatthepoint.Theva1ueofthe

error can be considered as a fractional error of the free stream I

velocity of t,he uniforrn flow (U- and V-) which has been set equat i,,..,' 6 æ- ,..,

to unity
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For the uniform flow with zeÍo angle of attack, Èhe computed.

tangential veloclty has an error of 4.4+ to 0.04t (or 2.g* to
0-04t of the free stream velocity) with a typical value of O.OgS.

The maximum percentage errors occur near the ends of the major

axis (the ends of the ma j or axis itse lf have been e xclud,ed since

the percentage error there would be Ínfinit,y) and t,he minímum

ones occur near the ends of the minor axis-

For the uniform frow with 9oo angle of attack, the computed.

tangential velocity has an error of 9.36t to o.oo4* (or 5g.49t to
0.006t of the free stream velocity) with a t,ypical value of O.15r.

The maximum percentage error occurs at the end of the maj or axis
and the minimum one occurs near the end of the minor axis.

For t'he uniform vorticity distribuÈion, the results have been

obtained for a vorticity strength equal to 4n which correspond,s

to a circulation equar to fo with the value of !f_ set equar to
unity. The computed tangential velocit,y for this flow has errors
of 5.29t to 0.96t with a typical value of It. The maximum per_

centage error occurs at the end of the major axis and the minimum '1jllil.;¡i..:r.r::

i':::t't tt"t:;l:.percentage error occurs near the end of the minor axis.

All these errors are quite reasonable and indicate the

reliability of the surface singuLarity method for computing the
potentj-aJ- f Low around smoot,h bodies.

Hess has presented in-Ref. I, restrlts of using the higher
order surface singularity method for an elliptic airfoil with a

fineness ratio 8:L using Èhe same distribution of elemenÈs as

used here; however, the accuracy he obtained ís much bet,ter
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than that obtained in this work when the programme is adapted

to the same fineness ratio, and no reason has been found for
that discrepancy- These two results are presented in Table 7.

Hess has also reporte d that a f urther iinprovement in the

accuracy could be obtained by using a modified element dis-

tribution which yields a great,er element concentration in the

high curvature regiorr than that obtained from the original

element distribution. However, he found that, the base method

(constant source and flat elements) gives the best accuracy for
Èhe elliptic airfoil. The results of the modified erement

distribution and the base method are also presented in Table 7.

However, Hess has f ound that the higher ord,er s urf ace singular-

ity method qives better accuracy than the base srethod for a

highry cambered Karman-T reffEz airfoil as shown in Figure 14.

Because it was intended to develop the present work for

application to the f 1ow about cambered, airfoils, the ord,er of

si ngularity approximati on $ra's kept at "paraboli c singulari ty

strength on parabolic elements"-

The foregoing computed velocity distribut,ions about the

F elliptic airfoil, due to the three onset flows, were fit,ted

with cubic splines in order to calculate the velocity gradients.

"i These gradientsr together with the gradients calculated from

the theoretical velocity distribut.ions are presented in Tables

8,9 and IG The error is defined as

error = the computed gradient - the theoretical grad,ient,

and the percentage error as the error expressed. as a percentage
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of the locaI theoretical value of the gradient. The errors and

the percentage errors are also presented in the same Tables and

Figures 15, J-6, and 17 also present these velocity grad.ients.

The tabulated values show thaÈ the velocity gradients have

been calculated with a fair "."rrr..", for the three dist.ributions.

, The large percentage errors which occur'at some points in the

three distributions are exaggerated by the low local values of
i the theoretical gradient used as the denominator.

4.2 Discussion of lhe Boundary Layer and separation Results

The computation procedure for the modeIIíng of the effects
of the boundary layer displacement and separation, begins with
the calculation of the momentum thickness growth and the dis-
tribution of the parameter m over the upper and lower surfaces.
The positions of the two separation points are Èhen determined

and' the circulation is adjusted to give equal total tangential
velocities at the two points of separation. This 1ead,s to equal

Pressures at the tv¡o separation points which satísfies the

modified Kutta condition-

Results based on Howarth's assumption have been obtained

from the present method after adjusting the circulation to

satisfy the modified Kutta condition. The lift curvesobtained

by the present method and by Howarth are presented in Figure 18.

The differences between the two results are due to the

different met.hods to compute the boundary layer and the position

of the points of separation. Howarth has used Pohlhausen,s
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.i met'hod and Ðryd,en' s modi f ication of it , while the present method

uses Thwaitesr method and the modification introduced to it by

Curle and Skan. The value of the maxímum tift coefficient obtained

from the present method is equal to 0..518 at an angle of. attack of
¿S7.L", while that obtained by Howarth/ãquat to 0.4g3 at an angle of

A
attack of 7o.

The positions of the two separation points for different angles

, of attack as obtained in this work are presented in Table 11. The

position of the separation point is gÍven by the location of the
i, nearest control point to it. As shown from that table, as the

angle of attack increased., the separation point on the upper.sur-
face moves forward and the separatíon point on the lower surface

I moves backward wíth respect to the front stagnation point.
:

' The number of iterations required till the t.wo separation

i poinÈs Possess egual velocities for different angle of attack

' ís also presenÈed in the same table. The average computing time

for thÍs stage of the programme was 62 seconds.

Howarth has arso given resurts for the 'separation points
position for five different values of the angle of attack. llís
results and thL resurts of the present work at the same angres

of attack are presented in Tabre ]]2. The dÍfference in the
results is due to the different methods used to compute the
bound,ary rayerr ând the positions of Èhe points of separat,ion

cause the dÍfference in the lifÈ coefficients. Both Howarth and

the present work results up to this stage are independent, of the

Reynolds number

Àfter satísfying the modified Kutta con,clitÍon, the displace-
ment thickness distribution was calculated in the unseparated,

lt .:: ti

r:;':":
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region. The results seem reasonable for the different angles

of attack. Figure 19 presents the displacement thickness

distribution on the upper and lower surfaces from the stagnaÈion 
r,.;:,,.,,

point up to the separation point for an angle of attack equal " '','

to 3o. f t must be noted that Figure 19 sho\,¡s the displacement 
:

thickness distribution used as the input for the first iteration: 
i.,i,,,.,it will change after modelling the effects of the boundary layer l¡.i.i

i and separation.

After calculating the displacement thickness distribution,

the computation proceeds with the solution of the non-linear

system of equations 3.22 and 3.23 to give the source distribution

; over the boundary surface which will force the dividing stream-

, line away from the surface of the airfoil a distance equal to

the displacement thickness in the unseparated region and ensure

a constant pressure in the separated region. The method which

has been used to solve this system is the Newton-Raphson

technique which assumes an initial source distribuÈÍon solution

and uses an iterative process to obtain the actual solution.

For an angle of atÈack equal to 3o, the non-linear system

of equatíons requires seven iterations to converge to a solution.

The tangential velocity due to the "boundary layer" source \,ras

computed by using equation 3.25. The average order of magnitude

of this tangential velocity lvas f ound to be small (about 58 )

with respect to the existing total tangential velocity. However' 
I

:

it was found that the distribution of this tangential velocity
!t:.:..
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was irregular and, the gradient calculated after the smoothing

process wasof high order of magnitude with respect to the
gradient of the existing total tangential veloci ty 

,,;,;,,;,,;:,;:i,,,The tangential velocity due to the "boundary layer'source
will change the flow field and the boundary layer growth has to
be recalcurated- when this tangentiar velocity is introduced 

i,:,:i '.,in Step 2 ín the computational procedures, the iteration process ,,: : ,

to obtain two separation points having equal veloci ties converges j..,',i,,,i',

l 
:,¡,'r1',::,

after 3 iteration but. wit.h very false resuLts- The circulation
in the flow field has been reduced. from o-2s to o.0066 units.

lAlso the separation points have changed their positions sub- i

lTrlra 
-^¡.: ^- -^i -! ----^ 

r î-^--stantially. The uPper separation point, moved from its previous 
l

position at an eccentric angle equal to 4go to a new one at an
I

eccentric angle equal to 90o. similarly, the rower separation
point' moved from its positíon at an eccentric angle equal to 3240 

i

t,o a nevr position at an eccentric angle equal to 24oo. The
-:--: ..-reason for these results was due to the large effect which the ,,,,,,,,,i.,,

. .' .'.::gradient of the tangential velocity ( due to the "boundary layer,' 
,i-1.r.,

source) had on the parameter m which controls the position of
the points of separation. At the upper separation point this
tangential velocity gradient vras found to have a gradient equal ,.,,,

ii'..l'"ti'to -0.244 compared with -0.305 for the gradient of the total ,

tangential velocity. sinilarly, ât the rower separation point,

the tangential velocity due to the "boundary layer" source was

found to have a gradient equal to -L-27 compared with -1.r7 for 
i*,,,.r;
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the gradient of the total tangential vel-oci ty- This means

that the boundary layer source component \¡¡as responsíble for

naking the totar velocity gradient become negative and thus

cause separation.

One difficulty lies in the fact that the tangentía1 velocity

due to the'boundary layer" source is guite irregular even after
the smoothing process. rt is supposed that this tangentiar

velocity possesses a gradient of smal1 ord,er of magni-tude compared

to that of t,he total tangential velociËy such that it causes only

a slight change in the position of the separation points- The

tangential velocity due to the "bound,ary Iayer" source before

I and after the smoothing process is presented in Figure 20. It
: must be noted that the accuracy of numerical differentiation for
l

i any data can not be justified even if the data has been smoothed.
i

i oespite the false results obtained d,ue to the excessive gra-

dient of the tangential velocity due to the "boundary layer,'

source, the computational procedure was continued and a new dis-

placement thickness distribution was calculated. The nevr non-

linear system of equations which define the new "boundary layer"

source, did not converçJe to a solution after 5o iterations,and

500 seconds of computer time. The convergence of this non-Iinear

system of equations can be studied using Kantorovich's Theorem (nef . 9)

Due to these two difficulties, it was not possible to

calculate t,he effects of the dÍsplacement thickness and the

separated wake on the lift, of the elliptic airfoil. The same

trend and difficulties has been found for the flow with an
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angle of attack equal to 2o.

From Figure 20 it is seen that t.he tangential velocity due

to the "boundary layer'. source shows peaks in the neighbourhood 
;, .:.::, r: :of the separat,ion po.ints and near the stagnation point. Thesa ',:.,r.-.:':,,

require a better method of smoothing,'but it would be best to
investÍgate them to see whether they are genuine. One possible 

;:,.:::.t..,..
cause of the peaks near separation is that the boundary condi tion 

;rj...¡,i.r,
for normal velocity changes suddenly from a finite varue to , .'.

armost zero. The reason for this change is that the,,boundary [:'r¡'.it'

,1ayer.'SourcediStributÍonmustensureacertainnorma1ve1ocity

in the unseparated region and then, in the separated region
adjacent to the separation point, Èhe source distribution must i

l

ensure a resultant velocity equal to the total tangrential velocity i :

lat the separation point. This results in an almost zero value 'l'

ilfor the normal velocity in the separated. region adjacent to the i :

l:.separation point. rn fact, the boundary condition that has
ì

been used gives a small discontinuity in the pressure at the ii-.,.,,.':
¡t'.'-'..;i.,' ''separation point because the resultant velocity (normal and ,::::::r:i';,:,:.::

fì:iìiì,,1,,ì,tangential.) is not constant bef ore and after the point of 
.:-':.:: '

separation. It is therefore recommended that further work should 
,

usetheboundaryconditíonthatt}reresu1tanltveIocityshou1dbe
i..ii" - t l'''

constant downs tream of the separation points and equal to the ¡r,rl1:ir'1rìn.r

value at the separation point,s which should possess equal result- 
l

:tant velocities by adjusting the circulation tiIt such equality occurs. :
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5 " CONCLUSTONS

The use of a dístributed singularity method to represent

the f low about a two-dimensional erliptic cylind,er wi th a

raminar boundary layer has given the forlowing results for an

ellipse of f ineness ratio 6:1 at a Reynord.s number of goo.

1. The pot.ential flow, including circul-ation, is well represented, 
i,,,.:
,t,l-:,.by 6O pa?abolic elements with second-order source distribution. 
""'

2. Thwaites' method for calculating th e .l-amínar boundary layer

is successful "

3. Modification of the ci4culation until the velocities at the

separation poJ-nt,s are equal, gives a real-istic 1if t curve,

including the stalI"

4. Modification of the programme to allow for the displacingr

effect of the attached boundary layer and constant pressure

downstream of the wake results in non-linear boundary conditions.

Partial results show that l-ocal steep velocity gradient,s cause

excessive movement of the separation points 
"

5. IÈ is recommended thaË further work should investiqate the

nature of the velocity gradient generated by the "boundary

layer" source distribution" One possíb1e improvement would

be to specify that the resultant velocity must be constant

dov¡nstream of the separation points and equal to its value

at the se-Ðaration points which should possess equal resultant

velocities by adjusting the qirculation ti11 such equality

occurs.
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APPENDT X (A)

THE VELOCTTY COMPONENTS U-F THE HIGHER ORDER

SUR¡'ACE STNGULARITY METFTOD

The velocity components due to a parabolicly varying

source strength on a parabolic element at a general point in

space - as shown in Figure 10 - are presented below with their

proof. Part of the proof has already been presenÈed in Sub-

section 3.1.2 and the work here will continue on that part with

the same nomenclaÈure.

The velocity componenÈs mentioned, in equation 3.L0, are

obtained by s ubstituting from eguations 3. 3, 3. 6 , 3.7 , 3 . I

and 3.9 into equation 3.4 - with onLy terms through E' being

retained in the integrand of that equation to yield an expan-

sion of the velocity valid t,hrough the terms in A3 - which

be comes

+v=2
(L/ 2

J _0,,
( (x-{¡ + (y-ctt)i). (o(0) + o(1) E * o(2) ¿z). (r + 2c282) -l_

(x- E)'+y'

which gives the folIowÍng formulas.

r**|r 2+y2
(0)

v=¿
6

(L/2

J _0,,
(x-E). dE = In

(t -:c), * y,
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(L/2

"jo) = 2 [-' 
- Y"dE = 2.ran 1 ( 

- 
Ya ,,rl J-L/2 (t-x)2+yz *' +y2-(L/2¡z'"

-,(1) -r(L/' g,*-8,.u, 1

'¿t' = i J--L/2 (E-x)z + o;= å (-za+""";o)**"'rto"

--(2) - 2 [Llz E" (*- E) "¿EuE : 
u. )-ol, ,E-")r-7 t

1 .^ (0) 2 ?."rrjo) _ 2xAl= 
;; 

t¿xvovn + (x- - y-) "E è^aJ

..(c) -2 (Ll' zyEz(*-E)"aEV¡=île a )-L/z ((x-Ð'*o'),

= * t-r*',r{o) + 2y.,r¿o' . ,"

.,(1) - 2 ¡L/z v6- - 1 ,.-^--(0) -- --(o),tn =^J-^/z (x_E)r+y; =Ãtx"v;-' 
"""d-'l

,,(2) - 2 [Llz v"E2"aEa_=-l -.--,n Lz l-L/z (x-E)2+y,

= å ,ro"4o' +2x"'qto) -r,nrr* ((x+*,,offiJffi;)r"
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The re are three parameters that des cribe t,he variation
of o on any element, namely the midpoint varue o(0), the mid-
point slope o(1) and the midpoint second. derivative o(2) . The

latter two must be eriminated. so that there is just one para*
meter per element, namely the síngularity var_ue o 

(o) 
, which will

be denoted o since there wilr be no subsequent a¡nbiguity. The

derivaÈives of the o dístribution on the jth element are
determined by differentiêting the parabola through three
successive values of o namely oj _ l, oj and oj * r. The form
of the parabola that represents the source distribution is

(f = - o-2\r = .l'= + -2"" + a3 ,

(1)o"=2ar"s+^2,

( )\o'-' = 2 a_I

a-l

d.'z

a-3

1n

The parabola expressed in
successive values of o, namely

Figure 23. The substítution of
results in

a-l wi

o, -fl-r
these

11 pass

o. andl
Èhree

through three

O. as shownl+r
values in a-1

O. _ =l-I

Õ.l

ojot

j - I + oj' z -^2
2

âl

^ 
(^

= a-
J

-tr /1

(A- , + A.) + a^
J-L ] J

a-4

(oj + oj * r'

a-5

d-t]
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V,lriting

P. : A. + A. j t a-7-j -j -j-1 '

T. = A. + A.-j -j *j+t'

*j = oj + L/2 (oj -r- * o, *r' = v2 1n' + t'),

and substituting from a-7 and. a-5 into a-4 and ã-6, and re-arrang-
i ng lgives

4(o. . - O.) = a-"P1 -Z a,"P- , :-R '.,''.'l-r j' I j z"Pj r â-8 
irili,,,

n(oj*, - oj) = "1 't3 *ruz"rj . a-e

Now multiplyíng a-8 by -j ;a a-9 by nj and. summing up gives

" 2 4 õ + 2 d s-lñ ."' at =ilñ'loj-t t-.e.. 'j T-M- oj*, " a-ro
I I I I - j j , 

i

I

i..,,,.,.',,..t.r:Multip1yinE a-8 by T1 and. a-9 by p1 and substracting ultimately 
1;,;i=;.1;.....,-.::.:..:,..

Y l- e I oS 
', ,'., ,'., ,

. T. T. P. P..
u2= # oi-, + (".É - **' oi . 

-* 
oìor' a-r1

JJ - )J JJ ' Jf

The f irst and second d,erivatives of the source distribution ,.,,':,.,,
i.t't 't 

'',

at the midpoint of the erement j obtained by substituting s = g :

in a-2 and a-3 respectively gives

ll :-t j",:.+:

I
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_(1)oj=^2ta-I2

o\') =2a.. a-r3l1

Substituting from a-11 into a-L2 gives

where
T- 1 T. P. P.

"j=d ' Ej=q (*-il) , Fi=õ-:il
- 3 J ' ' j j ' -j--j

Substituting from a-10 into a-13 gives

oi1) = D. o. - + E. o. +- J l-r J J "j 
oj*t 

'

i:jr:i':.::r'

i:''. .: ', : .....

where

r:.-4^--81-4tj=Flä: 'et =õ;Þl ' Li=r.¡¡. ' a-r4. )J - JJ ' J ]

It must, be noted that the values of G=, Q, and I. asJJ]
reported by Hess (Ref. 8) are

t1 - 2 - Õ = A - T = =2= . a-I5"j P.M. t vi - T 'P. ' 'i T.M.- JJ - )J ' ) l

the values which have been used in the present work are Ëhose

of equation a-14.
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APPENDIX (B)

THE THEORETTCAL COMPUTATfON O-F THE POTENTIAL FLOW

The potenÈia1 flow around. an erliptic cylinder is
calculated for three onset flowso namely a uni-form flow with
zero angle of attack, a uniform flow with 90o angle of attack,
and a circulatory fl-ow. Both the velocity around the ellipse
and the velocity gradient with respect to the distance along
the airfoil surface are carculated. A good survey to this
problem is presented in Refi LLn and, the following work which
uses the complex variables is based on t,hat survey-

The complex potential (in the Z plane) of a uniform sÈream

u with an angle of aÈtack o (as shown in F1gure 22) past a

circular cylinder is

w = -u (z "io * (e+Þ)l;e-aoi 
,4Z b-1

where the radius of the circular cylinder is (a+b) /2 and.

l=X+iY.

The region outside the circle is mapped. on the region in
the a-plane outside an ellipse whích has semi-axes a and b,
its centre at the origin, and íts major axis along the x axis,
by using Èhe transformation

z = ! {z + (22 c')L/zI , c2 = u2 - b2 . b-2
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The complex potentiat for the frov¡ paFt an erliptic cylind.er
(shown in Figure 23) is then

and si-nce

(z + (22 c')L/')-t = + (z (r2 c")l/2) ,
C2

the complex potential becomes

+b L, ,"Lo(r* (rl+c")L/2) - e'id("- (=z_-"zrr/z
a-b

.o-J

The above form of the complex potential does not readily

lend itself to detaired description of the flow around, the

e11ipse" To simplify the treatment, the elliptic coord,inates

are introduced in the z: plane through the relation

'r-, . : -._

wh ere

Then

so thaÈ

z:Ccoshf,

Ç-è+r-n

x+iy=ccosh(E+in)

= C cosht cosrl + iC sinh6 sinn

x = C cosh[ cosfì, y = C sinht sinn, b-5

b-4

*2 ,2
î % 

= L ,

c2cosh2f c2sinh2f

and t.herefore
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x2 _4= r =__c'"o."2r1 c2sin2rì

rt. appears -from equation b-6, that for a constant value
of E the point (x,y) lies on an ellipse whose semi-axes are

given by

.1 = C"cosh{ along the x axis,

bl = C'sinhl along the y axis,

b-8

b-9

b-r0

b-11

r:i:::::

and therefore

The ellipses corresponding to constant values of E are

t'heref ore confo cal-, the d,istance between the f oci being 2c "

The curves of equation b'7 corresponding to constant values of
rì are hyperbolas confocal with one anot,her and with the ellipses.
Through any point in the prane, two conics of a confocal system,

one an ellipse ánd the other a hyperbola, carì be drawn. on

the ellipse f has a constant value r orr the hyperbola rì is

constanÈ. These tvro constant vaLues are the elliptic coordinates

of this point"

For the erlipse with a and b as the major and. minor semi-

axes, the value of t is g where
o

"? b? =c2tt

a = C"coshËo and b = C.sittn[o r

a+b = c""to r

il,ll

so that
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F

a-b = C.e to 
t

- a*bJ.oq 

-
ê a-b

z = C"coshç ,

(z'2 
"zrL/2 = c"sinh6 ,

-1
'o2

b-13

b-14

Figure 24 present,s that ellipse and also the hyperbola which
passes through the point p(x,y). rn that figure AAr is the
major axis of the ellipse, s and H are the foci. The confocar
hyperbola which passes through p on the ellipse is aLso shov¡n.

on AA' as diameter. the auxiliary circle of the elripse is
d'rawn" The ordinate pN meets this circre in a. The angre

QON is the eccentric angle y-

For the point p, from equation b-l_l and b-5

= C coshE^ " cos¡ = a. cosrì ,o

but, from Figure

x=acosY
"" Y=rl

It al-so appears f rom equation b- ? that the line v
i=rann

is an asymptote of the hyperbola through p" This asymptote

contains the radius oQ" For that hyperbola, if | = lo on the
hyperbolic branch which lies in the first quadrant, the values
of n on the branches of the hyperbola which lies in Èhe second,

third¿ ärld fourÈh quad.rant.s aïe tt-tlo , TI+n^, 2rr-l- Tespectively.oo
To express the complex potential of equation b-3 in

elliptic coordinates, equat,ion b-4 is usedn where

x

24
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:j¡::iuin:Ja.;.4äçã.a::.:¿!¿"üi*fÈ?:iiä4:tlt'i¡¡ {,ttl$9ltn*{{ls:i3*È*;itilts.ti{¿La z ."j:':.",t+
.t . t:l

z + (¿2 - c2)L/z = c(cosh( + sinh6) = c""E b-16

z - (22 - c2)L/z = c(cosh6 - sinh6) = c..-6. b-'7

substitut.ing f rom equations b-L2, b-r3, b-16 and b-17 into
equation b-3 gives

\^/ = - (a;¡) u [.ionÇ-Eo +.-io-6+Eo] ,

h¡ = (a+b) U.cosh (6-E^ + icr) b-t8)o

The velocity around the ellipse can be obtained through
the following relations.

dw dw dr - (a+tr) U.sinh (6-E^+is)
c¿=odz dg dzl:- -ffi,

..: ".-

d; -(a+b) u"sinh(ç-E^-iol
o

dz C"sinh E

o2=d*.d;-d,
dz

2 (a+b)2 sinh(Ë-E^+io) "sinh(6-g_-is)
!- (q/tJl'' = 

- 

" o - - 
- -o

But

::i..':t::

sinhÇ"sinhÇ

On the ellipse, Ç = Eo + in r so that

s./v= rfttr/z ¿# b-le
o

To obtain ihe velocity gradient with respect to the distance

s along the surface of the ellipse the gradient of Èhis distance

c2
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wiÈh respect to the eccen angle rl is calcul_ated fromtri c

dx

dy

d'y"

x = a. cosfl

y = b"sinn

a"sinrl"drt

b " cos rì" dn

ã;2 =&2 + = (a2"sin2n+b2..o"2rì )"dn2 ,

d ( s/a)
dn

d(s/d) 
=dn

,2
= (sin2¡+[".or2 riL/2

I
a

I
2

(sin2n*Ú"o"'\)L/2 ,
2a

whích equals the lengrth

b-20

where d ís the chord of the ellipse

of the major axis "

The velocity gradient can be obtained using equations

b-19 and b-2O

g_(ø-g_)- _ d(q/u)
d(s,/d) dn

= , r "*b,,!\1t a-þ
L/2 sin2 (n+a) " (cosn2Eo-cos2t1) - (sin2n) " (1-cos21¡+o,) )

(cosh 2Eo cos2t'l )3/2" (t-cos21¡+e) )7/2.(ÉrinI þ?- 
"o='nl17ia2

b-2L

Equations b-19 and b-21 are used to calculate the velocity

and the velocíty gradient for a uniform flow with zero and 90"

angle of attack. It should be noted t,hat the above sign

convention must be modified in order to agree with the sign

convention which has been adopted for Èhe velocity around the

elliptic airfoil for use with the computational procedures

(Chapter 3).

ri:..: l
1. ..:r
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The complex potentiar for a circuratory flow about a

cÍrcular cylinder in the complex plane Z ís

w = iklogZ b-22ô

where the circulation equals 2Trk.

The comprex potential of a circulatory flow around the
elliptic cylinder is obtained from equation b-22 by using the
conformal transformation of equation b-2, so that

w = ircrosj(z+(22-c')L/2), b-23

which can be expressed in terms of the elliptic coordinates by

using equations b-4 and b-15, so that

7
w = ikloS!-: ,e2

d; -ik_:
dz C sinhÇ

C2sinhE sinhE

i.,,,..,...1,

i,:,1.l
ii::ir..:.';

k2

'_.!,...1.

i::

w = ik6+ikLo1c/?.

The velocity around the elliptic airfoil due to the

circulatory flow is obtained from

'2dwdtr
'adzr

dz
wh ere

dw dw dC ik
dz dE d.z C sinh Ç '

Then

q2=
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2k2

c2{coshtî + Ç) - cosh(6 Cl }

On the ellipse where E = r9o t

2:K22q=
c2 ( cosh2Eo cosh2in)

2k2

c2 (cosh2fo cos2n)

q= lT
(cosh2{o- cos2¡ )L/z

Differentiation gives the velocity gradient as

1-

b-24

b-25

b-26

Equations b-25 and b-26 are used to calculate.the verocity
and the verocity gradient for t,he circulatory f l-ow around the
etriptic cylinder. rn this case also the sÍgn convention which
has been used. here must be modified in order to agree with the
sign convention rr¡hich has been adopted for the verocity around
the ellipÈic airfoil for use rEith the computational proced.ures
of Chapter 3.
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APPENDTX C

REVTEW OF THE NUMERTCAL METHODS

C.1 The Spline Fit

one technique that is becoming increasingly important in
fitting of a polynominal curve to a set of numerical data which

are nominally free from errors r so that the least-squares
approach is not appropriate, is the so-ca11ed sprine fit,ting.
A good presentation of this technique is found in Ref. L2-

This technique fits a set of cubics through the points, usingr

a new cubic in each interval and reguires the function, the
slope and, the curvature to be the same for the pair of cubics

t'hat join at each point. The d,evelopment of the equaÈions wi ll
be subjected to these conditions

The procedures of the technique require specified

conditions at the two endpoints. The end, conditions which are

used in the application of this technique to fit the verocity
distributions from the three basic onset flows are zero gradients

for the velocity distribut,ions at the two endpoints (on the axes

of the ellipse) - a feature due to the symmetry of the ellipse.

Nomenc lature

y the dependent variable of the data

x the independent variable of the data

h the difference between t$¡o successive independent values
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a,b,c¿d the coefficients in the cubic spr-ine equation
s the second derivative of the cubic spline at the

en dpoin t .

EquatÍons development

The cubic spline for the ith interval, which lies between
the points (*r' yi) and ,*, * r, yi * 1) is of the form

y =a. (x-x.)3+b=(x-x.).*._,* x.) +d.. C_lr_ a i . -_í, r_ i. i 
;. .,'.i,,.,i,,,1 

;Since it fits at the two endpoints of the ínterval,

yi=.i (*, *i)t^Íbi(*i nr)t+.i(x._x.) +di=,

where 
:h. = X- x _ i:.r:.r.ì.::i -'i + 1 *i 
i:::::::j:,:::

\ 
i r, , ,,1,i, ,t.Differentiating equation C-l twj-ce gives l''.:,,:,',-.,

yo = 3a. (x - x*)2 + 2b, (x _ x,) + c.,l- r i --i, 
l-

y" = fiêr (x - x.) + 2b.'l- l_ I

AÈ the Èwo endpoints the second derivative wirr be s. and
l-

S. wherel_+r

c-4

rr-Ã
j.::. :ri:: : :l-.: :

1,,r.¡lriir::,,.:'.+
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c-6

c-g

s- L 1 = 6a-. (*. , 1 x.) + 2b. = 6a_h. + 2b. ,:- + .¡- l- t- + I i- l_ l_ 1 l-

tõ

"i = (ti*t - S.)/61n. - C_7

substituting from equations c-2, c-6 and c-7 into euqation
C- 3 gives

Yi+t - Yi _ 
2hiti o hiti*r-

h. 6l-

ñ=
t

r&
The condition that the slopes of the two cubics that join

l

I

ì at (x., Y.) are the same is now invoked- For the equation inI r -r
: the ith intervalr eguation C-4 becomes
l

Iyi = 3ti(*i - *i)t + 2b. (x. *i) + "i = c. c-g 
f

i

iat x = x.t and in the previous interval, from x- " to x. r thel--L r-

s lope at the en d wh ere x = x. i s given by ¡.,.,,.;:.,¡i-,:;,:
f, ..-.:,.::.-,::j,..:.,;

l:. t.-l;_l:;.j

yi = a"i-1 (xi *i_r)'+ 2bi_t (*i_ oi_t) :,.,, ,,

+ tí-r '
= 3..* __'', h? , + 2b. . h.. , + c. c-lor-r r--t r--1 i_1 i_1

Equating these, and substituting for a,b,c, and d in terms of
S, y and h leads to

h- " s. , + eh. -+2,-.)s.+¡.5. --6 rYi+l-Yi-ot-ttJ,,--i-1-i-1 r--t l-'l- rr+r \--h:---l-._-,"
t ti-r

c-11 , :., I,
,1,. .,.,: t......
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Equation c-rr applies at each intervar-, from i - 2 Eo i - n_l;
n being Èhe total number of poinÈs - This gives n-2 equations
relating the n varues of s.. Another 1-wo addítionar equations
involving st and t' are obtained by speicifying cond.itíons
pertaining Èo t,he end intervals of the whore curve. rn the
fitting of the velocity distributions over the elliptic airfoil
the end conditions are that the slopes are equar to zero at
the ends because of symmetry.

For the first interva.l

y = ar(x - *r-)t + br(x - *r.), + cr(x *t) + ut ,

so that at (*r, yf)

dt:Yl

The derivative is

y' = 3ar(x - *r)t + 2br(x *t) +.1 ,

there'fore, applying the end, 
-condi 

tion of zero d,erivative
(y' = 0 at x = *l), gives

"r- = o '

The second derívative is given by

yo" = 6a, (x ot) + ,O, ,

andwiths-ttatx=*l

SI = ,bt or O, = SL/2

Similarly S - tZ at x = x2, so that

c-12

t_-
ill
¡.,.

.:

i:i:c- 13 i:',
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"2 = 6arh, + ,b, = 6arh, + tt ,

"1=(sZ-Sl)/6ht - c-15

The equation of the spline c.urve in Èhe first interval
after substituting for the constants .r and. dt from eguation.s

C-I2 and C-13 is

y - y1 = ar(x - *r)t + bt (x - *r)t

At the point (xr, yr) ,

y2 yl = -1(*2 - xr) 3 + br(x, - xr)2 = "rh13 + bthlt

c- t6

substituting from equatíons c-I4 and c-15 into equation c-16,

and re-arranging gives

_ t(", Yr) ,z
ã3-l .2- hi 2

c- L7

c- 18

For the last element the anarysis is simirar Ëo thaÈ of

the first element and the equatÍon of the spline is

y = an_1 (x- *rr_1)t * bn_l (x *rr-1)t + cn_l (x-xrr_r)*urr-,

At the point ( *rr_r, yn_1) this equation gives

d-=¡/n-l- - n-I

The first derivative of the spline is

y' = 3tn-r (* - *rr-r) t + 2brr-1 (x *r,-1) * 
"rr-r '
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and on apprying the end condition that t.he derivative at the

end equals zero, (y' = 0 at x = *rr)

Q = 3"rr-r hi-r * 2brr-1 hn-r + "n-r , c-19

h_ , c_ , = -3a . h3 2b _ h2n-I n-l. n-]- n-I n-l --n-1 '

The second derivative of the spline is given by

y" = 6urr_l (* *rr_1) + 2brr_I ,

and with g = Srr_l at x = xn_l ,

bn-l = sn-t/2

Also, yr = t' at x = *r, so that

c-20

tr, = ttrr-I hrr-I + 2brr-r = 6".r-r hn-r + sn-l ,

an-l = (tn srr-l) /6hn-t ' c-2r

Now substituting from equations c-2o "na c-21 into c-19r gives

s s , s +s, n n-I ,n n-I-c.3(---n-L Sn-l) hn-l = - hn-I (ï

c-22

The equation of the spline at the last, int,erval is
i'...'-.i:" 'y = a - (x - *rr_l)t *brr_l (x-xrr_r)2 *"rr_I (x-xrr_r)- n-I
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AÈ the. point (*r, , yn),

Yn = an-l nri-a * br,-r hi-r * cn-r. hr,-l + drr-1 " c-23

substituting from equations c-1g , c-2o, c-2L and c-22 into c-23
gives

S - 3(v I
^ n-I 'n-1'

i.r,.

':-r

n2
n n-l

The summary of all these resuLts is:

- for the intervaJ-= ,;"* i - 2 to i - D-1,

.1 = (tz sl/61n., ,

bl = SI/2 ,

õ:ñ'1 v ,

ut=Yl'

^ =(o, - yl) r,
Ð1_1 

hi 2 '

c-2 4

.i = (tint - sL)/6]r-. ,

Oi = S./2 t

Yi*t L 2h's' + hitinl
ti = ----h .

l-
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for the lâst

a - = (sn-I n

bn-I = sn-t/2

interval,

sn_1) '/ (6hn_1)

S +S -, n n-J-.r--;-) ,

3 (yr, - yrr_r)

h2n-J.

cn- 
1

hn- _L

i:.: .:
l:.j I

f ,:::-l:i:i...
ì:.: i:: :
I. ..:'

Equations c-L7r ârð, c-24 are used to reduce the number

of the unknowns ti from n to n-2 in the system of n-2 linear
equations of c-11. Thus all the n values of ti can be

determined and used to compute all the coefficients â: r b., c.II].
and d..

l_

It must be noted that each velocity distribution has been

divided into two partsr ênd the technique has been applied to each

part Ëo obtain the verocity gradient at its cont,rol points.
The velocity distribuÈion due to the uniform flow with zero

angle of attack has been d,ivided into two parts, one from .the

control point at the eccentric angle equal to 90" to the control
point at the eccentric angle equal to 270o, and the other part
begins from this lat,ter one to the control point at the

eccentríc angle equal to 90o. The velocity distribution due

to the uniform flow wíth 9Oo angrl.e of attack has been divided
into two parts, one from the control point at the eccentric
angle equal to zero degrees to the control point at Èhe eccentric
angle equal to r8oo, and, the other part begiàs from this latt,er

.:: t:

i::,1.

ir':::l{¡:,
.:: -I -.t,
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one to the contror point at the eccentric angre equal to zero

degrees- The velocity distribution due to the uniform vorticity

distribution has been divided in a simifar way to the velocity

distribution due to the uniform flow at 90" angle of attack.

C.2 The Smoothing Technique

The computer subroutines which have been used to smooth

the displacement thickness distribution and the tangential

velocity due to the "boundary rayer,,source use the least squares

approximation by cubic sprines with fixed or variabl_e knots.

The subroutine rcsFKU uses fixed knots and the one which uses

variable knots is rcsvKU. A complete description of the algo

rithm of the two subroutines is presented in Ref. 13 and Ref. L4.

i,.,,..'

i r.:.¡'' ::

L, j.

The displacement thi.ckness distribution has been smoothed

by the variabLe knots subroutine with the initial distance

between every two successive knots containing four contror
points in addition to the two contror points which \^¡ere co-
incident with the knots themselves. The tangential velocity

due to the "boundary layerI' source has been.smoothed in two

steps using the same distances as those used for the displace-

ment thickness. The first step used variable knots to get the

best smoothing and the second one used fixed knots to improve

the smoothingr So that the velocity could be expressed analytic-

aJ-1y in the intervals beteen the successive control- points and

integrated analytically with the other tangential- velocities

in equation 3.19.

I r.. ,.:..
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APPENDIX ( D)

THE COMPUTER PROGRAMME FOR THE PROBLEM OF

LAMTNAR FLOW AROUND AN ELLTPTIC ATRFOTL

The computer programme for the probrem of r-aminar frow

around an elliptic airfoil is presented here- The nomenclature

of t'he different quantities has been included in the programme

i tse lf.
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D II'{ENSI0N X( 6 5),Y ( 65), X0N( 65),Yo}i( 6 5 ), R( 65), c ( 6 5), ALPHA( 65),
XDEL( 6 5),AQ ( 65),Ap ( 65),AR( e5), AD (6,5),AE( 65), AF( 65),Ar (65),Ac(65),
XAU ( 65) nU ( 65, 6 5), V( 6 5,65),Uv( 05, 6 5),Vv (65, 65),AL (65),Etl( 05, 65),
XET(65,65),UNv(65),UTV(65),AC1(65), AC2(.65),Ac3(65),AN1(65),AN2(65),
xAN3( 65),UTt ( 6 5) oUTz (65),UT3 ( 65), UT( 65), ÃZl ( 65), AZ2(65),AW1 (65)
Drt"fENSr0N AW2(65),AW3(65),AHl (65) ,AH2(65),ASl (65) , AS2(65) ,Tt (20)

xA(6 l, 6 l),8 (6 1, 3),WKAREA( 3780),XL(0 2),XX(6 l), 8Z(5, 4),HS(5, i ),xFl ( 6L o4),F2(6r,4), F3 (6 t,4),cI (6 i), G2(61),c3 ( 6 1),El ( 6 l), E2(6t),
xE3 ( q5), AZ3 (65) oAH3 ( 65),AS3 ( 65),DU(65) uDV(65) oDC (65),UR( 40),
xAT( 40 

" 
4),D ( 40 o 4), S ( 40), AMM( 30),Hlr( 30), BL ( 65), FH( ¡0, 4),UT4 ( 65)

DïMENSTON c4 (65) ,G5 (65) oUT5(65) ,UTT( 65) ,c (65) ,!'( 65,4) ,ll(65" 16) 
"xyy(65),Ay(6 5), By ( 65), xB ( SO), xD (50),TRr (50),TR2 ( 50) uAlrl ( 50),

xxBK( t0),yK( 10), cK( 10, 3),r.rK( 1500),xDK( 1O),yN( t0), cN( t0, 3),
xA'!42 (65),F5(6504) ,F4(65"4),trNN(65),Hr(50) ,H2(50),DES(50) oDrS(50),
XDSS(50) 'DoS(50),SN(20),FNN(70),FNT(70),Flr(70),85(01,1) oB4(70) i.'i,i,DrlfENSrON FD(61,61),XLK(15),yU(i5),CU(1503),86(70),yE(15), 1,,,..
xcE(I5,3) .'
INTEGER IER
REAL H oAo B,AERR, RERR,ERROR
EXTERNAL H

* * * ** *:t **tß f * * * Já* ** * t(* * *** ** * * *.* *
,'TITE PoTE}iTIAL FLO\,T CoMPUTATTON*

* *d***:t * ** * *** ** * ** * :t** :(* * ** * **

THE ELEMENTS DTSTRIBUTTON
* ** **** ** ** *** * lË** ** *** :t *

i

l;.r i:
i:.:: :
ì:tl:

c
C

c
C

c
IJ

c
C

c
c
C

c
c

X(I),Y(I)

R(r),c(r)
ALPHA ( T )
AL(T)
xoN(r),YOlr(r)

PI=4"0*ATAN(1.0)
N=61
NA=Þl- 1

THË COORDINATES OF THE POTNTS iüHTCI{ DESCRIBE
SURFACE
THE RADTUS AND CURVATURE OF THE ELEMENT
TTIE EL E}IENT ANGLE
THE LENGTH OF THE PARABOLTC ELEMENT
THE COORDINATES OF TTIE CONTROL POINTS

60" )

rtl .i

I

I

i

i,i|ii Ì:

!.:i :

i0

r,rRrTE(6,5)
FORMAT(5X,"THE NU}ÍBER OF ELEMENTS IN THE ELLIPSE EQUAL
M=N*1
Tr{ETA.=-3 " 0* Pr/ (N- 1)
DO 10 I=2oN
THETA=THETA+z . O* PTl (N- 1 )
X(I)=I"0*COS(THETA)
Y(I)=SIN(rH¡re) /6"0
CONTINUE
AERR=0 " 0
RERR-0.000 I
E=0"0
P=Pr/Z.O
0=DCADRE( Il, E o P,AERR,RERRn ERROR, I ER.)
Y(1)=Y(N)
Y(M)=Y(2)
Y(M+1)=Y(3)
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X( I)*X(lI)
X(If)=X(2)
X(i-f+l)-X(3)
D0 20 I=2,N
ALPHA( I ) =ATAN 2(Y (T+I ) -Y ( T), X( T+ I ) -X( I) )yp=0"5*(y(r_t)+y(r)
Xp=0.5*(X(r_t)+X(I)
xA=0"5*(x(r)+x(r+i)
YA=0"5*(y(I)+y(I+l)
xc=0. 5* (x( r+r ;+x( r+2) )
YC=0 . 5* (Y ( r+1 ) +Y ( r.r-2) )
BM=-(x( r)-x( r- r) ) / (y(r)-y( r- i) )
Alf=- (x ( r+l ) -x( r ) ) / (y ( r+1) -y ( T ) )
cM=- (x( r+2) -x( r+1) ) / (y (r+2) -y( r+1 ) )
xAB= (.qu*xA-B j't?rxp-yA+yp) / (At"I_Blf )
YAB=YA-AM*XA+AM* XAB
RAB=SQRT( (XAs-X(I ) )x*2+(yts-y( r) ¡,t*2;
xc A= ( Ri't* xA- cl,f* xc _yA+yc ) / ( au_ clt¡
Y C A= YA- Al,f * XA+AM* XC A
RAC*SQRT( (xcA-X ( I) ) **2+( yCA-y ( r¡ ¡ x*2¡
R( I ) =SQRT(nAc*RAB)
c(I)=l/R(I)
Y 1* ( YAB-YA) *co s ( ALpHA( r-) ) - ( xe¡-xA) * s rN ( ALpHA( r )
Y2= (YCA-YA) *co s ( ALPHA( r ) ) - ( xcA-xA) *s ru ( ALpHA( r )IF( (Y1*Y2) "tT" (0 "0) ) c(r)=0.0
IF(Yl.LT. (0"0) ) C(r)=-c(r)
D EL ( I ) =SqRT ( (x( r+t ) -x( r¡ ¡ *,r 2+( y ( r+ I ) -y ( r ) ¡ ** 2¡
R1=SQRT(R( I) **2- (DEL (1) / 2 " O¡ **2¡
T=ÐEL(r) / (2.0*R1)
T3=ATAN(T)
T2-2,0*T3
AL(r)=R(I)*T2
YC0=R(I)-RI
IF(C(r) "cT" (0"0) )
XC0*0.0
:(oN( r) =f,f,6*cos(ALpHA( r) )-vco*srN(ALpHA(r) )+xA
YON( T) AfÇQ*COS(ALPHA( I) )+XCO*SIN(ALPHA( I) )+YA20 CONTINUE
DEL( i ) =SQRT( (x( 2) -X( I ) ) *r2+(y( 2) _y ( r) ) **2)
ÐEL(M) *DEL(2)

THE VELOCTTY COMPUTATTON
* * * * * * ¡k* * ¡t fr* *tr * ** * ** * * **

u(roJ) ov(I,J)

EN(T,J),ET(T,J)

)
)

YCO =-YC 0

i::,i:.:,Ír.f:r
i-:::- ri,: .ì.r.;l

l¡:.r+ìi.:j

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

THE VELOCITY COMPONENTS DUE TO A UI.TTT PARABOLIC
SOURCE OVER THE ET,EMENT(J) AT THE CONTROL POINT
OF THE ELE},ÍE}TT(I) IN THE DTRECTION OF TITE X ANDY AXES OF THE ELLIPSE
THE VELOCTTY COMPONENTS DUE TO A UNIT PARABOLIC
SOURCE OVER THE ELEMENT( J) AT TI1E CONTROL POII.TT ] '

0FTHEEtEMENT(I)INTHEN0RMALANDTANcENTIAL
DIREClIONS TO THE ELEI-f ENT( T )lHE coHPUTED AND THE THEORETTcAL vELOcrry DUE T0ì ',;ìriTHE UNTFORM FLOTJ AT ZERO ANGLE OF ATTACK i . ''

url(r),AZt(r)
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C UTT(2),A'22(T) THE COMPUTED A}ID THE THEORETTCAL VELOCTTY DUE T(C THE U}IIFORM FLOT'/ AT 90 DEGREE A}TGLE OF ATTACKc AHl ( r) ,AS I ( r) tnE ERRoR AliD THE pERCENTAGE ERRoR rN THE
VELOCITY DUE TO UNIFORI.{ FLOII AT ZERO ANGLE OFC ATTACK

c AHz(Í),AS2(r) THE ERRoR AND THE pERCENTAcE ERRoR rN THE
VELOCITY DUE TO UNTFORM FLOI.I A.T 9O DEGREE ANGLEC OT ATTACK

C UV( I, J) 
'VV( I, -l) tnf VEL0CITY COMPONENTS DUE TO A UNIFORM ,.,,.,,,:c yoRTrcrry DrsrRrBUTroìI ovER THE ELEMENT(J) AT :i'

C THS CONTROL POINT OF THE ELEMENT(T) IN THEC ¡IRECTIONS OF THE X AND Y AXES oF THE ELLTPSEC UNV(I,J) ,UTV( I,J) THE VELOCITY COI"IPONENTS DUE TO A UNIFORI'i
c VORTICITY DISTRIBUTION OVER THE ELEI.lENT( J) AT

THE COI.ITROL POINT OF THE ELE}ÍENT( I) TN THE
DIRECTIONS NOR}ÍAL AND TANGENTIAL TO THEC ELEITENT(I)

c ur3 ( r) ,AZ3(1) TI{E coMPUTED ANr) THE THEoRETTcAL vnr,ocrTy DUE
C TO THE UNIFORM VORTICITY DISTRIBUTION
C AH3(I),ÀS3(T) THË ERROR AND THE PERCE}ITAGE ERROR IN THE

IN THE VELOCITY DUE TO THE UNTFORM VORTTCTTY
C OT STRTBUTTON
C DU(I)NDV(T),DC(I) THE çHEORETTCAL GRADTE}ITS OF UTI(I),UT2(T),c ur3(r)

DO 30 I=2,N
AQ ( r¡ *¡rr( r) +o " 5r, (DEL( r_ I ) +nEL ( r+ I ) )
AP(r)=DEL(I)+DEL
AR(r)=DEL(I)+DEL
An(r)=*AR(r)/(Ap

r- 1)
r+l)
r)*A0(r))

A¡( r) =( (An( r) /ap ( r) )-(AP
AF( r¡ =6r (r) / (eQ( r) *AR( r)
AG ( I) =4 " 0/ (AP ( I) *40 ( I) )
Àu ( r) =-8 " 0/ (AP ( r) *¿*, rD
AI( r) =4 . 0/ (AR( I) *AQ ( r) )

3O CONTINUE

UO=ALOG(RL/R2)
VO V= -UO
DL=DEL(J>/2"0
TIIl=ATAN2 (ABS ( Y2 ), X2-DL)
TH2=ATAN2 (Aes (tZ¡ , X2+DL)
vo=2 "0*Y2* (THt-TH2) /esS (Y2)
U OV* VO

co T0 50
40 UO=O "0

VO=-2.0irPI
UOV--2 " 0/rpI

r)/AR(r)))/aq(rl

DO 100 I=2oN
'DO I00 J=2,N

x2=(xol{(r)-xoN(J) ) *cos(ALpHA(J) )+(vors(r)-y0N(J) )*srN(ALprlA(J) ),
Y 2= ( YON ( r ) -yON ( J ) ) *c O S ( A,LpHA( J ) ) - ( Xolr ( T ) -xoN ( J ) ) *s rN ( AL pHA ( J ) )rr(r,EQ.J) CO TO 40
R1= (X2+(DEL( J) l2 "0) ) **2+y2**2
n2=(X2-(DEL( J) /2.0) )**2+Y2*.*2
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V0V=0.0
RI=(X2+(DEt( J) /2 "0) )'**z+y1x*z
R2=(X2-(DEL( J) /2.0) )**2+Y2*.*2
DL=DEL(J)/2"0

50 U1=Y2*VO+X2*UO- 2.0* DEt ( J)
v I=x2*vo_Y2*uo
uc=-2 "0*x2*vo+2.0*y2*uo+(xz*y2 / (Rl'rR2) ) * ( (rsL(.I) ¡ **3¡
V CV= -UC
VC=2 "0*Y2*"VO
vc=vc*2.0*x2*u0
VC=VC-2"0*DEL(J)
VC 1= ( XZ*t{ 2+Y 2** 2) ** 2- ( XZ** 2-y 2* *2) * ( DL** 2 )
vc2=vcL/(R1*P.2)
vc3=2.0,rDEL(.i)*VC2
VC=VC-VC 3
UCV=VC
U 2= 2 " 0*X 2* Y2tr V0+ ( X2* * 2-y 2* * Z) *UO- 2 . O* N2*DEL ( J)
V2V=-U2
V2= ( X2** 2-:il2*x2) *'V0- 2 .OxX2*y2*tJO4-2.0*y2*DItL ( J)
tJ2V=V 2

US=UO*UC*C ( J) +2 " 0*U2* (C ( J) ** 2) +U t *AE ( J) +U2'rAU ( J )
VS=VO*VC*C ( J ) +2 . 0*V2* ( C ( J) *',t 2 ) +V t *AE ( J) +V2*AU ( J)
URV=UOV+UCV*C ( J) + 2.0*U2\¡* (C (.j) ** 2)
VRV=VOV+VCV*C ( J) +2 .0*V2V* ( C ( J) **2)
U ( I, J ) =US *C O S ( ALPHA ( J ) ) -VS * S I}T ( AL PTIA ( J )
V ( I, J) =US * S TN ( ALPHA( J) )+VS*CO S ( RT,PI{A( J)
UV( f , J) =UpyfeCOS (ALpHA( J) ) -VRV*SIN(ALpHA
VV ( I, J ) =URV* S TN ( ALPHA ( J ) ) r-vRv'tco S ( ALPHA

J) )
J) )

K=J- I
Ir(X.EQ.1) K=N
X2= (XON ( T ) -XON ( X¡ 1 *CO S ( ALPHA( K) ) + ( YO¡I ( T ) -YON ( r¡ ¡ * S IN ( ALPHA ( K)
Y2= ( Y0N( T ) -voN ( K) ) *cos ( ALPI{A( K) ) - (xon( Ì ) -xoN ( r¡ ¡ *s rN (ALpHA(K)
rF(r.EQ"K) CO TO 60
Rl= ( X2+(DEL ( K) / 2" 0) ) **Z+yz**2

. R2= (XZ-(Orl(K) /2.0) ) **2+y2*,r2
UO=ALOG(Rr/R2)
DL=DEt(K) /Z"O
THI=AT.A.N 2 (.S,BS (UZ7 

"X2-DL)TH2=ATAN 2 ( ¿.sS ( y2 ), X2+DL)
vo=2.0*Y2*- (rltl-TH2) /ans (vz)
co To 70

60 UO-0"0
VO=-2"0*PI

7 0 U 1=Y2*Vo+.X2*UO_2. 0,rDEL ( K)
v l=x2*vo_Y2*uo
tJ 2* 2. 0 * x 2 * y 2 * vo+ (xz* * 2_y 2-k r" 2) * u o_ 2 " 0 * x 2 * D EL ( K )
V2= ( X2** 2-y2** 2 ) *\¡0- 2 .0*X2*y2*UO+2 .0*y2*DEL ( K)
U ( I , J) =U ( I o J) +AF ( K) *U l*co S ( alPIiA ( K) ) -ar ( x¡ *v 1* SIN ( ALpHA( K) ) +XAI(K) *U2.ÅCOS(ALPHA(K) ).AI (K) *V2*SIN(ALPHA(K) )
v( r 

" 
J) =v ( r, J) +AF( r¡ *ul *s rll( ALPHA( K) )+AF ( r¡ *v t*cos ( ALpHA( K) )+

XAT (K) *U2*SIN(ALPHA(K) )+AI (K) *V2*COS(ALPHA(K) 
)L*J*1

IF(r"EQ.¡f) L=Z
x2= (xoli ( r ) -xoN(L) ) *co s ( ALPHA( L ) )+ ( vou ( r ) -yoN ( L) ) *s rN( ALpHA(L)

l:. l::-r,:'
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Y2=(Y0¡i( r)-Y0N(L) ) *c0s (ALprrA(L) )-(xo¡r( r)-xoN(L) ) *srtr(ALpHA(L) )IF(T"EQ.L) CO TO BO
p.l= ( X2+ (DEL ( L) / 2. 0) ) **2+yZ**z
R2= (XZ- (DEL(L) / 2" 0) ) **2+Y2**2
u0=AL0c(ni/R2)
DL=DEL(t)/2.0
THl=Á,TAN 2 ( ABS ( Y2 ), X 2-DL )
TH2=ATAlI2 ( ABS ( Y2 ), X2+DL)
vo=2 .0*Y2* (TH l-TH2 ) /eSS ( Y2 )
G0 T0 90
UO=0.0
VO=-2 " 0* PI
u 1=Y2*v0+x2*u0- 2 " 0*DEL (L )
vl=x2*vo-Y2*uo
112=2 " 0*XZkYz*V0+ (Xzx*2-Y2**2 ) *UO- 2.0*X2*DEL ( L)
V2= ( X2** 2-YZx*2) *VO- 2 "0*X2*Y2*U0+2.0*y2*DEL (L)
U (I, J) =U( I, J)+AD (t ¡ *Ul *C0 S (ALPHA( L) ) -AD ( L *v1*sTN(ALPHA(L) )+

XAG (L) *U2*CO S(ALPHE(I) ).EC (L) *V2*SIN(ALPHA(L) )
v ( r , J ) = v ( r o J ) +AD ( l, ¡ *U i * S rN ( ALp t{A ( L ) ) +en ( L ) * v i *c0S(ALPHA(L) )+

XAG ( L ) *U 2* S IN ( ALPHA ( L ) ) +AG ( i ¡ * V2'tCOS ( ALPHA( L ) )
l OO CO}TTINUE

DO 120 I=2,N
LI=I-l
UTV(LI) =6 'g
UNV (LI) =6 " 6
DO 1I0 J=2,N
LN=J- I
EN (r, r 

' 
LIT) =u ( r , J) * s TN ( ALPHA ( r ) ) -v ( r , J) *co s ( ALPIiA( r ) )

ET( t" I,LN) =ü ( I, J ) *COS ( ALPl{A( I) ) +V( I, J) * S IN ( ALpHA( I) )
UNV ( L T ) =¡¡y ( L I ) +UV ( I, .l ) * S t¡l ( ALPHA ( t ) ) -r¡r' ( I, J ) y.CO S ( ALpHA ( I )
UTV ( L I ) =UTV ( L I ) +UV ( I n .l ) *c O S ( AL PHA( I ) ) +VV ( r, J ) * s l¡l ( ALpi{A ( I )A(lfrLN)=g¡¡(LI,LN)

1 IO CONTTNUE
B (lf, I ) =-SIN (ALPHA(
B (LI o2) =C0S (ALPHA( I
B(1r,3)=-IINV(LI)
ACl(LI)=B(Lt,1
AC2(LI)=3(LIu2
AC3(LT)=3(LI,3

I 2O CONTINUE
NA=N- I
I'f A= 3
IA= N

T DGT= 4
cALL LEQT2T(A,MA,NAo IA,B, IDGT,I,IKAREA, IER)
D0 150 I=l,NA
IL=I*1
ANl(I)=0.0
AN2(I)=0"0
AN3(I)=0.0
UT1 ( I ) =C0 S ( ALPt{A( IL)
tJ12( I) =SIN(ALPHA( IL)
UT3(I)=UTV(I)
DO f30 J*l,NA

BO

90

)
)

r) )
))

)
)
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AN I ( I) -ANi ( I)+EN( I,.l) *B ( J, I )
AlI2 ( I ) =AN 2 ( I ) +B ( J ,2 ) Y. EN ( t ,.1)
AN3 ( I) =AN3 ( I)+EN( I, J) *B ( J, 3)
UTI ( I) =Utl (I)+ET(I, J) *B ( J, 1)
UT2 (I) =UT2 ( I)+ET( I, J) *g ( J, 2)
UT3 ( I) =UT3 ( I)+ET( t, -l) *B ( J, 3)

I 3O CONTINUE
Z!=1.0+(1 "O/6.0)22=!.0-(1.0/6.0)
23=L .O /6 "O
z=zI / zz
DI=AL0G(Z)
ETA=ATAN2 (YOn ( IL), Z3*X0N ( IL) )
1{q=lSÏlq(ETA) ) *x2+( ( (c0S(ETA) )**2) /36.0)
i'lQ= SQ RT ( .^iQ )
I^I0=llQ* ( (SQRT( 1.0 57I42-Co S( 2.0*ETA) ) ) **3)
IIQ=l '0lI'¡Q
DU( I) =-0. 0956 168* (C0S ( rte) ) *\^IQ

Dv( I) =-3 " 4422566* ( SIN ( ETA) ) *IrQ
DC( I) =l I " 47 4L9 3*O*I,JQ*SIl{( 2. 0*ETA)
ETA=2.0*ETA
Qwl=z*(L-C0S(ETA) )
QIù2=Z*(1+C0S(ETA)) *
Qr{1=Qr{1 / (C0SH(D t ) -CoS ( ETA) )
QW2=Q\^r2 / (C0SH( D I ) -COS ( ETA) )
Qwl=SQRT(QI,rl)
QH2= SQRT ( Qli2 )
IF(r.LE" (NA/2) ) Qtrl1=-QI.Il
AzI(I)=Qill
IF( r "cT. ( (NA/4)+1) ) QI^IZ=-Qw2
IF ( r.cT " ( ( 3*NA/4)+1) ) QI.I2=-QI.rz
LZz( I ) =QI,I2
QI"r3=SQRT ( I " 0 57 L 42-CoS ( ETA) )
AZ3 ( I ) =_1 I . 4 7 4L93*6lQtr3
AÌ^I1 ( I) =.ANI ( I) -AC f ( I)
AvI2 ( I ) =AN2 ( I ) -AC 2 ( I )
A!i3 ( I ) =AN3 ( I ) -Ac3 ( I )
AHI(I)=UT1(I)-Az1(I
AH2(I)-UT2(I)-^22(1
Ir(r"EQ.t) co TO 140
rF(r"EQ"31) cO TO l4O
AS r ( I ) = t 00.0ttAHl ( I ) /Az I ( I)

1 4O CONTINUE
AH3(I)=uT3(I)-Az3(I)
AS3( T) =100. 0*AH3 (t) / ¡-Z3( r)
rF(r"EQ"16) GO TO 150
rF(r.EQ"46) G0 To 150
As2 ( I) *1 00 " 0*AH2 (I) / Az2(1)

I5O CONTINUE
I{RrTE(6,160)

160 FORMAT(5X,'THE SOURCE DTSTRTBUSTON DUE TO THEBHORTZONTAL FLOW')
WRITE(6,310) (B(I, l),I=1. oNA)
I.IRTTE(6, i70) . 

:

f 70 FORMAT(5X,"TIIE TANGENTIAL VELOCITY DUE 10 TIIE HORIZONTAL FLOI,I') i:;,,..,.',:..-:,,':
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I,¡RITE(6,310) (Urt (I) oI=1,N4)
I^tRrTE(6, lg0)

180 FORMAT(5X,'THE THEORTICAL TAI.IGENTIAL VET.OCITY DUE TO THE HORTZONT
XL FL OI.], )
I.IRITE(6,310) (AZL(I),I=t,NA)
I^IRITE(6,190)

190 FOR}ÍAT(5X""TT1E ERROR I}{ THE TANGE}ITIAL VELOCITY DUE TO THE HORIZO;
XTAL !'LOr¡1" )
I.IRITE(6,310) (AHt(I),I=l,lIA) :

WRTTE(6,200) i

2OO FORI'IAT( 5X,'1HE PERCENTAGE ERROR IN T}TE TANGE}ITTAL VELOCITY DUE TO

X HORTZONTAL PLOÌ^I')
\.IRITE( 6,310) (ASt ( I) ,I=1 ,NA)
wRrrE(6,210)

2LO FORMAT(5X,'THE RESIDUALS IN T}IE I{ORIZONTAL
XN MATR.TX SOLUTTON" )

Ì{RITE( 6,310) (AI,I1( I) ,I=l ,NA)
I.IRITE(6,220)

220 FOF,MAT ( 5 X, ', THE SOURCE D r STRI BU S IOl,t DUE TO
\.lRITE( 6,3 I0) (B ( I,2) , I= I ,NA)
r^rRrTE(6,230)

230 FORMAT(5X,',THE TANGENTTAL VELOCITy DUE TO
I{RITE( 6,3I0) (UT2 ( I) ,I=I ,NA)

1..,.,
i:..,,,,.:

FLOI.I SOURCE D TSTRIBUSTi..'':Ií¡

l:..: r:-:

THE VERTICAL FLOI,¡')

r.¡RTTE(6,240)
240 FOR}ÍAT(5X,'THE TITEORTTCAL TANGENTTAL VELOCITY DUE TO THE VE

xFLow" )
I,IRITE( 6,3I0) (^22 ( I) ,l= I uNA)
I^IRITE(6,250)

2 5 O FORMAT ( 5N, "'IHE ERROR IN THE TA}IGENTIAL VELOC I TY DUE TO THE
XL FLOI^T, )
I^TRITE(6,310) (¿ttZ(I),I=1,NA)
r,,tRrTE(6,260)

260 FORMAT(5X,"THE PERCENTAGE ERROR IN THE
XTTTE VERTICAL FLOW" )

TANGENTTAL VELOCITY DUE TO

I.IR.ITE( 6, 3 10) . (AS2 ( I), I=l,NA)
r{RITE (6 

"27 
0)

270 FORMAT(5X,'TT1E RESIDUALS ÏN THE VERTICAT, FLOW SOURCE DTSTRIBUSTON
XMATRTX SOLUTTON')
WRITE(6,310) (AI^I2(I),I=1,NA)
I.IRITE(6,280)

280 FOR}ÍAT(5XO'THE SOURCE DISTRIBUSION DUE TO A UNIFOR}I VORTICTTY DIS'
XRIBUSION')
I,IRITE(6,310) (B(Io3),I=I,NA)
I,IRrrE (6 

"29O)294 FORt"lAT( 5X"',THE TANcENTTAL VELOCTTy DUE
XIBU SI ON" )
r,iRITE(6,310) (UT3( I),I=i,NA)
I{RrTE (6,292)

292 F0RMAT(5X'"TÌ{E THEoRTTcAL TANcENTIAL VELoCITY DUE
xvoRTIcITY DlSTRIBUSION' )
I{RITE(6,3I0) (AZ3(I),I-l,NA)
WRITE(6,29t+)

294--FoR!t4T(5x;'THE ERROR rN THE TANcENTTAL vELocrry DUE ToX VORTICITY DISTRIBUSTON" )

THE VERTICAL FLOI{')

TO THE UNIFOR}{ VORTEX DISTI

TO THE UNIFORM 
l

RT ÏCA

VERTI
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I^IRITE(6,310) (AlI3(I),I=1,N4)
I'IRITE(6 "296)296 FORI,ÍAT(5X,',TF1E PERCENTAGE ERROR rN Tr{E TANGENTIAL VELOCITy DUE TO

XTHE UNTFORT{ VORTTClTY DISTRIBUSIO}tr, )
I^TRITE(6,310) (AS¡(I),I=l,NA)
r.rRrTE( 6,300)

3OO FORI.IAT(5X" "THE RESIDUALS IN THE \'ORTEX FLOW SOURCE DTSTRIBLISTON I'fT
XTRIX SOLUTlON" )
WRITE(6,310) (AI,I3(I.),I=l,NA)

3 I0 FORÌ'IAT(6 (5X,El4 " 7) )
DO 320 I=1,N4

32A AL ( r) =AL ( T+t I
XL(1)=0"0
AL (N) =AL( I )
BL ( r ) =0 .5* (AL ( I ) +AL ( 2) )
DO 330 I=2,N4
BL ( r) =0 . 5* (AL( r)+AL( r+r) )

330 XL(r)=XL(T-1)+0.5* (AL(I)+AL(I-1) )
XL(N) =XL(NA)+0 "5* (AL( 1)+AL(NA) )
XL (ì{) =XL (N)+XL ( 2)
UTI (N) =UT1 ( t
UT1(M)=UT1(2
UT2 (N) =UT2 ( I
UT3(N)=UT3( 1)
\,IRrTE(6"340)

3 40 FORMAT ( 5X, ',THE BLEMENTS LENcTTÌES', )
WRITE(6,310) (AL(T),I=l,NA)

c
C THE SPLINE FIT TO THE VELOCITY DISTRTBUTTONS
C * * * * * * * t * )t .Â * * ìt * * * * * i¡ ir * * *:t * * * * * * * * * * X * * * .* * * * *
c
C F I U F2 

' 
F3, F4 THE COEFFTCIENTS OF THE SPLIIYE FU}ICTION

CG
wRrrE(6,350)

THE COMPUTED VELOCITY GRADTENT

350 FORMAT( 5X, "THE ELEMENTS DISTANCES" )
wRITE(6,310) (Xt(I),I=1nN)
N1=31
NMl=Nl-l
NM2=l{1-2
XX(1)=0"0
UR(t)-UT1(16)
DO 360 I=2,31
J-I*15
xx(r)=XL(J)-xL(16)

360 UR(I)=UT1(J)
KI= I
GO TO 4BO

37 O CONTINUE
Xx(t)=0"0
UR(1)=UTI(t+6)
DO 390 I=2031
IF(r"GT.16) cO TO 380

. J*I*45
XX(I)=XL(J)-XL(46)
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UR(I)=UT1(J)
GO TO 390

380 CO}TTINUE
J=I-15
XX(I)=XX(i6)+XL(J)
UR(I)=UT1(J)

39 O CONTINUE
KI=2
GO TO 4BO

4OO CO}ITINUE
XX(l)=0"0
UR(t)=UT2(1)
DO 410 I=2,31
XX(I)=XL(I)
UR(I)=UT2(T)

4 iO CONTTNUE
KI= 3

GO TO 4BO
420 CONlTNUE

XX(i)=0"0
UR(t)=UT2(31)
D0 430 I=2,31
J=I*30 *
XX(I)=XL(J)-XL(31)

430 UR(r)=UT2(J)
KI= 4
GO TO 4BO

440 CONTINUE
XX(l)=0"0
UR(1)=UT3(1)
DO 450 I=2,31
Xx(I)=XL(I)

45û Un(r)=UT3(I)
KI=5
GO TO 4BO

460 CONTTNUE
XX(i)=0"0
UR(i)=UT3(3i)
DO 470 I=2,31
J= I*3 0
xX(I)=XL(J)-XL(3r)

470 UR(r)=UT3(J)
KI=6

480 CONTINUE
DX 1=XX (2)- xx( I )
DYl=6 .û* (UR( 2) -uR( 1) ) /Dxl
DO 490 I=l,Nll2
DX2=XX (t+Z) -XX(r+t ¡
DY2= 6 " 0* (UR ( r+2 ) -UR ( r+ t ) ) /nXZ
AT(Io1)=DXl
AT( I "2)=2 "0* (DX1+DX2)
AT(Io3)=DX2
.ÀT(Io4)=DY2-DYl
DX 1=DX2

ir¡,:.'
i,;ì1.
l il:: ì:1):
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DYl=DY2
490 CONTI}IUE

AT( 1,2) =AT (L,2)-0. 5* (XX (2)-XX( 1) )
AT( I ,4) =AT( 1,4) - 3 " 

g* (UR( 2 ) -UR( t) ) / (xx(Z) -XX( I ) )
AT(Wr'r2,2) =1.7(nprz,2) -0 " 5* (xx(Nt ) _xx(wllt ¡ I
AT ( n¡'t 2' 4) =AT ( l'lH2, 4) *3 . 0* ( un ( x I ) -un ( Nn l ) ) i ( xx ( ¡r t ) - xx ( Ntr I ) )D0 500 I=2,}tì{2
AT( r o 2) =AT (Í "2) -ar( r, 1) *AT.( r_ I o 3) /AT( r_ I ,2)AT(r ,4)=Ar(r o 4)-Ar( r,I ) *AT( r-1, 4) /Æ( r- 1,2)

5OO CONTINUE
AT( NM2, 4) =AT (Nlf2, 4) ÍAT( Nlf2, 2)
D0 510 I=2,Nï,f2
J=NM1-I

510 At(.1,4)=(At(-1,4)-Ar( J,3) *Ar( ¡+t ,4)) /AT(J,2)
DO 520 I=I,Nlf2

520 S(I+1)=AT(I,4)
s ( I ) =-0 " 5*s ( 2) +3 " 0* (uR ( 2 ) -uR( t ) ) / ( ( xx (2) -xx( t ) ) *r,2)
s (N I ) =-0 . s* s ( NMi ) -3 . 0* (un( nt ) -uR ( N¡t L) ) / ( ( xxiN i j -xx (NLlt ) ) *,t 2¡
D( 1, 1)=(s (2)-S(t) ) / (6.0*(XX(2)-xx(r) ) )D(1,2)=S(L)/2"0
D(1,3)=0"0
D(1,4)=UR(l)
DO 530 I=2rl'iMl 4È

D ( I, I ) =( s ( r+r)-S ( î) ) / (6. 0* (xx(r+r )_xx( r) ) )D(r,2)=s(r)/2.0

530 CONTINUE
rF(rr.EQ. l) eo
rF(nr"EQ"2) co
rF(xr.EQ.3) Co
rr(xr"EQ.4) co
rF(rr"EQ.5) CO
rr(KT"EQ.6) CO

5 4O CONTINUE
DO 550 I=l,NMl
J=I415
F1(¡,1)=D(t,t)
F1(¡,2)=D(I,2)
F1(Jo3)=D(I,3)
F1(Jo4)=D(I,4)

550 ct(-l)=D(Io3)
c0 T0 370

560 CONTINUE
D0 580 I=1,Nltl
TF(I"GT" 15) GO
J= I*4 5

TO 540
TO 560
T0 590
TO 610
TO 6 30
T0 650

F I (.i, 1) *D ( I, 1)
F1(¡,2)=D(I,2)
F1(J,3)=D(I,3)
F1(-1,4)=D(I,4).
cl(J)=D(I,3)
GO TO 580

TO 570
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5 7O CONTINUE
J=I-15
Ft(-1,1)=D(l,t)
Fi(.1 ,2)=D(f"?)
F1(¡,3)=D(I,3)
F1(J,4)=D(I,4.)
G1(-i)=D(I,3)

580 CONTINUE
co ro 400

590 CONTTNUE
DO 600 I=loNMl
F2(f,l)=D(f,i)
F2 ( r,2) =D (T,2)
F2(Io3)=¡(I,3)
F2(I'4)=D(I,4)

600 c2(f)=D(I,3)
c0 To 42a

6 I O CONTINUE
DO 620 I=l,Nlfl
J=I*30
F2(J,1)=D(I,i)
F2(-l ,2)=D(t"2¡
F2(1,3)=D(I,3)
F2(J,4)=D(I,4)
G2(J)=D(T,3)

620 CONTI\II]E
co To 440

6 3O CONTINUE
D0 640 I=l,NM1
f3(Iol)=D(I,l)
F3(I,2\=D(I,2)
r3(I,3)=D(I,3)
f3(I,4)=D(I,4)

640 c3(I)=D(I,3)
co To 460

650 CONTINUE
DO 660 I-l,NM1
J- I*3 0
F3(J,l)-D(I,1
F3(J,2)*D(Ío2
F3(J,3)=D(r,3
F3(J,4)=D(I,4)
c3(J)-D(I,3)

6 6O CONTI}IUE

EI(r
E2 ( r
E3(T

D0 670 I=l,NA
=1 00 "0* (ct (r ) -DU( r) ) /DU( r)
=1 00. 0* (c2 ( I) -DV( I) ) /uv1 1¡
=100.0*( (c3(r)-oc (1)) IDC(T ))67O CONTINUE

T.IRITE(6,680)
6BO FOR}ÍAT(5X, {THE DERAVATTVES OF ÜTI (I) "

wRITE(6,310) (cr(r) uI=1,NA)
I,rRrTE(6,690)

690 FORMAT(5XO"THE THEORTICAL VALUE OF
iij

90

TIlE DERVATTVE OF UTl(I)")



WRITE(6,310) (DU( I) ,I=l ,NA)I\IRITE(6,700)
7OO FORMAT( 5X,'TI{E PERCE}ITAGE ERROR

WRITE(6,310) (Ei (I) ,I=t,NA)I.IRITE(6,710)
7IO FORMAT(5X,'THE DERVATIVEE OF UT2I{RITE(6,310) (CZ( r) ,I=t,NA)I,IRITE(6,720)
7 20 FORMAT ( 5X, 'THE THEORTTCAL VALUEt^IRITE(6,3i0) (DV(1),I=1,NA)

I,iRrTE(6,730)
730 FoRHAT(5x,'TIIE PERcENTAGE ERROR rN THE DERVATTVE oF u"rz(ï),)wRITE(6,310) (ez(r) oI=1,¡IA)T¡IRITE (6,7 40)
7 4A FORMAT ( 5X, 'THE DERAVTTVE OF UT3 ( I ) " )Ì,lRITE(6,310) (c3(r),I=1,NA)

I{RrrE(6,750)
750 FoRMAT(5x'"TIlE THEoRTTcAL DERVATTvE oF ur3(ï)')I.IRITE( 6,310) (nc(r) ,I=l,NA)

t{RrrE (6,7 60)
760 FoRI'{AT(5x,"THE PERCENTAGE ERROR oF THE DERVATT\¡E oF ur3(ï),)i,IRITE( 6,310) (E3 (I) ,I=1,ìrA)

* * * * * * *'å * * * * * * * * in * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *- * * -Å * * * * * * * :t * * * * ?k r( rï * * **THE LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER AND SEPARAT]ON CO}IPUTATÏOÌ]*tt * * * * * * * * * * * * * tt * * * *'À * * * r'{ * * * * * * tr * * * * * * È * )k * * * * * * * * * * * * * :k *

FITTING A CUBIC EQUATÏON TO THE SHAPE FACTOR* * * * * * * ** ** * * * * * *** * * * ** * ** * ** * *:t * * *. * * * Ìt ** * *

IN THE DERVATTVE

(T)')

OF TITE DERVATIVE

0F UTt(T)')

oP ur2(r)")

C

c
C

c
c
c

c

c
C

HM

AM}f
THE SHAPE FACTOR
THE PARAMETER M

READ (5 
"770) (elt¡t(I) ,I=1,26)

REÄ,D (5 ,77A) (nr"r( r) ,I= | "26)770 FoRMAT(9(F8.4) )
DO Bi0 T*2"24
DCI IBO J=1,3
Ir(¡"EQ"I) l,=I-l
Ir(-l.EQ.2) L=r+l
Ir(¡.8Q"3) i.=I+2
B z (.r, I ) = ( auu( L) -AÞrM( I ) ) **3
BZ ( 1,2) =( ¿l,pt(L ) -AMM( I ) ),t* 2
BZ ( l, 3 ) *AltM( L ) -At'fM( I )

7 B0 HS (.1, I ) =tTM(r) -Urq( r )
Mlf= I
NN= 3

IA=5
ïDGT=4
cALL LEQT2F( B Z,Ì4Þt,NN, ïA,HS, IDGT, I.IKAREA, IER)D0 800 K=ln3

800 FH(f ,K)*I{S(K,t)
FH(r "4)=HH(r)8 iO CONTINUE
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SS-AMl4(2)-AMlf(l)
FH(t,l)=FH(2,1)
fH( I o2) =FI{( 2 oZ) -3.0*FI{( l, 1) *SS
F n ( t , 3 ) = 3 . 0 * F tt ( t , I ) * ( s s * ,r 2) _ 2. 0 * s s * F H ( 2 , 2 ) + F H ( 2 , 3)
FH( t, 4) =FlI ( 2 

" 
2) x ( s s** 2) -ru (2, 3) *s s+FH ( z, 4)-FH ( I, I ; x ( s s:r*3)

S S=Allll ( 2 5 ) -Ai\flt( 24 )
Fll(25,1)=FH(24,I)
FH( 25,2) =3 " 0*rH( Z5 n I ¡ *SS+FII (24,2)
FH ( z5 , 3 ) =3 .0*FH ( 2 5, 1'¡ * ( s s** 2) +2.0* FH (24 

"2) 
*s s+rn (24,3)

FH ( 2 5, 4¡ =FH ( 2 4,2¡ * ( S S** 2)+FH (Z 4,3) *S S+rg (24, 4) +FH (25, L) * ( S S**3)
C

c
C THE ANALYTICAL INTEGRATTON OF THE TOTAL TANGENTTAL VELOCITYc * ** ** ****:tt< * ** * ** *** ** * * ** * ** * ** ** * * *** *** * ** *** * * * ** * * * * *rr
c

RE.=800.0
CHO=2 " 0
AAA=0.0
DO 820 I=I,NA

820 AAA=AAA*AL(I)
BI=8.0
r^rRrrE(6,840) Br

840 F0RHAT('-.",45xu'THE ANðLE oF ATTACK=',3XrF5.2 r3xr'DEGREE" )BI=BT*PIl180.0
AA=-C0 S ( nr ) *UrI ( 1) - S IN (Br ) *U.r,2, t,
AA=AA/UT3 ( 1 )
DO 850 I=I ¡NA
UT5(r¡=6.9
UNll(I)=0"0
UTt ( I) =CoS( sI ) *UTl ( I)
UTZ (I ) *SIll ( BT ) *uT2 ( I )
c5(I)=0.0

i,:.r-',

l'...

G1
G2

I)=C0S(BI)*cr(I)
I)=SIN(BI)*C2(I)

ì::. i:

r:: i 1.: :

D0 850 J=l,e
F I ( r, J) 

=F 
I ( I, J) *COS ( BI)

F2 ( f , J) =F2(T, J) *SIN(BI)
850 F5(foJ)=0"0

IF= I
GO TO B7O

B 6O CONTINUE
IF=IF*l

B 7O CONTINUE
wRrTE(6,885)

BB5 FORMAT(/ / / /)
r{RrrE(6,880) rF

880 FORI'îAT(40X, "THE DTSPLACEMËNT THTCKNESS TTERATTON NUI,ÍBER" o3X,r3)ïT=1
GO TO 900

B 9O CONTINUE
IT=IT*l

9 OO CONTINI]E
I^TRITE(6,9T0) IT

910 FORMAT(o*',35X0'THE SEPARATION POINTS ADJUSTHENT ITERATIONS NUIfBER
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x"3xrr3)
rF(IT-50) 940,940,920

920 I,rRrTE(6,930)
930 FoRMAT( 10x,'SEPARATT0ÌI POIIITS ADJUSTI.f ENT ITERATIoNS

c0 To ?500
9 4O CONTINUE

D0 950 I=l,NA
UT4(I)=trtr*UT3(I)
c4(I)=AA*G3(I)
D0 950 J=1,4

950 F4(I,J)=[tr*F3(I,J)
DO 960 I=l,NA
UT( r) =UT1 (I)+UT2 ( I)+UT4 ( r)+UT5 ( r)
UTT( I) =SQRT ( (ut( I ) ) * *2+(UNN( r ) ) **2)
c (I) =G 1 ( I)+c2 ( I)+c4 ( r)+c5 ( r)
DO 960 J=lo4

960 F( I, J) =Fl (I, J)+F2 ( t, J)+F4(I, J)+F5 ( I, J)
DO 970 I=l,NA
cI=F(I,I)**2
C2=2"0*F(t,t¡*F(I,2)
c3=F(Í,2)**2
C4=2"0*F(1,2)*F(1,3)
c5=F(I"3)**2
C6=2.0*F(Io3)*F (I"4)
c7=F( I,4)*k2
W(I, 16) =(F(Io 1) *(Ct**2)) / 16 "0l{(I,15) = (2.0* F( I, 1) *Ct *C2+F( I n Z) * (C t**2) ) / 15,0
I{( r n l4) = ( F ( r, I ) * (cz* * 2) +2.0'^c l*F (1,2) *c2+r ( r, 3) * (c ltt
Iü ( I , 13) = ( 2 " 0*F ( I , I ) *C 3*C2+F (I ,2)'t ( C 2**Z) +Z "O*C t *F ( I,xcl**2) ) /L3"0
l^I( r ' L2)= ( F ( r, I ) * (ca** 2)+2 " 0*c 2*c3*F ( r,2) +F( r,3) * ( c 2*Xo4)*c2)/12.0
I^i ( I, 1 1) = (2 "A*F ( I o 1) *C3*C4+F (î 

"2) 
* ( C 3** Z) +Z " 0*F ( I, 3 ) *xcz**2))/rt"o

tr{(r, 10) =( F( r, 1) * (c4** 2)+2 ' 0*c3*c4*F ( r o z) +F( r,3) rr (c3*xr(r,4))/10.0
W ( I , 9 ) = ( 2 .0* F ( I , 1 ) ,tC 4*C5+F (I ,2) * ( C 4**Z) +2 .0* F ( I, 3 ) *Cx3t* 2) ) / 9 "O
I1I( r o I ) =( F ( r, I ) * ( c5**2) +2.0*c4*c5 *F ( l, 2) +E ( r, 3) * ( c4 **

x(rn 4))/8"0
ÞI ( I , 7 ) = ( 2 " 0*F ( I , t ) *C5*C6+F (T,2) * (C 5,\*2)+2.0*C4*C5*F (

x4**2))/7 "0
I^r( I,6) = (p ( I, i ) *.(c6**2) +2 " 0* F(r,2) *C5*C6+F ( I,3) * ( C5**x(r,4))/6"0
T¡I(I,5) * ( 2 " 0*'F ( I, 1) *C6 *C7+F(1,2) * (C6**2 ).rZ "0*F ( I,3 ) *Cx5**2))/5"0
!t ( r' 4) = ( F( r o 1 ) * ( c7 kx 2)+2. 0*c6*c7*F ( r, 2 ) +F( t, 3) * (c6**

xc5* c6j / t", "0
W( I,3) =( 2 " 0*C6*C7*F ( I,3) +F (f ,4) * (C6**2) +F( T,Z\ t< ( C7'k*
I{ ( I, 2) = (2 " 1r,F ( I, 4 ) *C6*C 7+F ( I, 3 ) * (C 7 * * 2) ) / Z " O

I"I( I o 1 )=F (f , 4) * (C7**2)
YY(r)=0"0
DO 970 J*10I6

97 O Yv( r) =YY( I)+l{( t o J) * (BL ( r¡ *.*¡¡

FAILED " )

' 
, .t, 

"-1,

| :,-.' -

il,':; '
i.::':::i,!.4:.-:

t_t ,,

i,r.l .r; r

i.r;ìr-..:i:,i.-
j

I

r

i

I

i

i*2))/t¿+"0 
l

3) *C2+F(r, +¡ * 1l
i

*2)+2-,0*ct*F(Ii 
:

i

c2*c3+F(T,4)*(,
i

*2)+2"0*C2*C3*i.,, 
.

i . '.'-'. 
'j..''-:' :

4*C3+F (f ,4¡ *I6i.,.,.,,
l;i . lr-.,: ::

it: :; :: :
2)+2.0*C3*C4*P:::::

I,3)+F(I,4)*(c
:

2)+2"Q:tf,1¡*C5*F
l'iìí1.¡:ì::i.l

5* C6+F ( I, 4 ) * ( Cir.r',í

2)+2"0*F(I,4)*
I

2) ) /3 "o Ì

l

i':.'::': :.t :
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: r'l*

l

wRrTE(6,BB5)
\fRITE(6,gB0)

980 FORMAT( IOXO'THE VALUE OF THE TOTAL TANGEI.ITIAL VELOCITY')I{RITE(6,310) (ut(I),I=1,}rA)
Ur(w) =UT ( I)
I,IRTTE(6,990)

9 9 0 FORMAT ( I ox, ' THE vALUE 0F THE ìloRMAL vELOc rry' )I{RITE(6,3i0) (un}I(I),I=t,NA)
c
C THE STAGNATIO}I POINTS DETERMINATION
c

rF(uT( 1)*0.0) 1000, 1000, 1010
t 000 ïZL=2

c0 T0 1080
I010 I=l
I O 2O CONTINUE

rF(ur( r¡ *yt( r+1 ) ) 1070 u 1060,1030
1030 I=I*1

rF(NA-r) t 040, I 040, I o2O
1040 r.rRrTE(6,1050)
1O5O FORMAT( 1OX,'}IO STAGNATION POI}TTS EXIST')

c0 To 2500
l û60 TZL=I*2 s

co To 1080
1070 IZI=I*1
I OBO CONTINUE

1-ta IL- L¿¿ L

I O9O CONTTNUE
rF (ur( r) *ur( r+l) ) I 140, I l3o, t 100

t 100 I=I*l
rF(N-r) 11I0,i110,1090

t1l0 r.rRITE(6,1120)
LLzO, FORMAT( iOX, "NO SECOND STAGNATIO}I POINT')

co T0 2500
I I30 IZ2=1*2

KP= 4
co T0 1150

I I40 'LZ2=l-FL
KP= 2

I15O CONTINUE
Ir(rZ2.Eo"N) T.ZZ=L
wRITE(6,885)
I.IRITE(6,1160) T.ZL,I_22
r^IRTTE(6,895)

I160 FoRMAT(20x,"THE FrRST sTAGNATT0N poïNT rsn,3x,ï3,3x,'AND Ti{E sncouiia,i:ìxD STAGNATT0N POrNT rs' ,3x,I3)t^
C THE COMPUTATION OF THE MO}ÍENTUM THICKNESS DISTRIBUTIONC * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t{ * * * * * * * * * * * l

c
c TRl (r) ,TR2( r) THE vALUE oF (REyNoLDS NUMBER* ( (i'foMENTUM 1

c IHIcKNESS /cHoRn) **2) ott THE upp¡R AND LOr.rER
'.1 : :..,,c 5URFACES i.,,.i:,ìrii,c Al'f 1(r),4M2(r) THE vALUE oF M 0N THE uppER AND LoI^IER suRFAcE, .''!'.il';

.ì1ì; :ri
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rF (KP-3) I 180, I 180, I I 70
1170 IB2=TZ2

IB 1= 122-2
IS=I22-L
Al'fi(l)=-0"075
AH2(1)=AMl(l)
TRl( l)=0.075/ G(IS)
TR2(1)=TR1(l
TRI ( 2) *TRl ( 1 -0.22s*YY(rBl) / (UT (rB1)**6)

+O "225"ÃYY ( IS) / (UT( IB2) **6)TR2 ( 2) =TR2 ( 2
AMr(2
LM2 (2

=-2.0*TRt(2)*c(IB1)
=-2.0*TR2(2)*c(TB2)

XB(t)=0"0
XD(1)=0"0
xn(Z)=BL(IS)
Xs(Z)=BL(IBl)
co T0 L240

I 180 IB2=IZ2
IB l= lZ2- I
XDI=0.0
XD2=BL(IBI)
S l=F ( IB I , I ) * (xo 1**3 ) +fT IB I ,2) * ( XD 1à"* 2) +F ( IB 1,3) *xn l+F ( IB1 ,4)s2=F( rB t ,1) * (xD2É.*3)+r(rBl ,2) * (xD2**2) +F( rB 1,3) e,xD2+F( rBt;4)
NLlf=100
ST=0.00000i
NN= I

I IB 5 CONTINUE
xDR=( XD t *S2-XD2*S I ) / ( S2-Sl )
sR=F( rsr, l) * (xon**3)+F(rB 1, 2)* (xDR**2) +F( TBl ,3) *xDR+F( rBt,4)
IF ( SR"LE " ST) GO TO L22O
Tr(sR*s1"LT"0"0) c0 To lt90
XD I=XDR i

SI=SR I

co ro 1200 i

i190 XD2=XDR ÌÎi.
l ::.'::'SZ=SR :,..,4

t 200 CONTINUE ,',', 
',

NN*NN*I ', 
,

rF(NX"LT,NLl"t) CO TO 1185
r{RrrE(6,12I0)

1210 FORMAT(lOX,"TTERATIONS FAILED TO FIND A ROOT')
co To 2500

I22O CONTINUE
i,.,iì:iiXB(t)=0"0 
¡¡.,:-ri

XB ( Z) =XDR '

Xn(t)=0.0
XD(Z)=BL(IBI)-xnn
ZR=3 " 0* F ( IB l, 1 ) * ( ¡¡p* * 2 ) + 2 " OxF ( f S l, 2 ¡ *.XDR+F ( IB t, 3 )Tl(1)-UT(IBl)
HIl=0 " 0
DO IZ2Z 1=2,s

.HII=HH* 0. 2*XDR ,r.,: ,i,
T I ( I ) =F( IB L ' I ) 

* (HI{** 3) +F( IB I n2) * (HH**2) +F ( IB 1 , 3) *HII+F ( IBI ,4 ) ,-"'."

l::. ,

,-:.
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T222 CONTTNUE
DO L223 I=lo5
Tr(r)=T1(I)**5

L223 CONTT}TUE
Ay(2)=Tt(1)
DO IZZ4 1=2,5
AY ( 2) =AY (2) +2'OxTl ( I)

T224 CONTTNUE
AY ( 2) =0 "2*XDR*AY ( 2)

' Ay (2) =ABS (Ay( 2) )
IlH= XD R
T1(1)=0"0
DO LLZS T=2,6
Hrl=HH*0 " 2* (BL ( IB 1) _XDR)

f T I ( f ) =F ( IB I , 1) * (HH** 3) +F ( tl t o 2 ) * ( HH** 2 ) +F ( tr I o 3 ) *HH+F ( IB I ,4).. L225 CONTINUE
DO L226 I= I ,6

' tl(I)=ABS(TI(I))
) L226 Ti(r)=Tt(t¡*x'5

BY(Z)=TI(l)
DO LZ27 î=2,5

I227 BY( 2) =BY( 2)+2 "}xTl ( I)
, BY(2)=BY(2)+T1(6) 4'

¡Y( 2) =0 .2* (BL ( IB 1) -XDR) *BY (2)
TRi( I)=0 "075/zR
TRz(l)=TRt(I)
AMI(1)=-0.075
Al'fz(1)=-0"075
rRi(2
TR2(2

=TRl ( l)+0 .225xAy ( Z) / (UT( IBI) **6)
=TR2-( r)+0 "225* By(2) / (Ur(rB2)**6)

Alff ( 2) =-2 "0*TRl ( Z; *ç ( IBf )
AM2 ( 2) =-2 .0*TR2 ( 2) *c ( IB2 )

L24O CONTINUE
IU= TB 1# I
DO 1250 J=3,IU
I=IB 1+2-J
TRl (J)=TRl (.1- l)-O "225*yy( r) / (ur(r) **6)

I250 AMI (J) =-2 "0*TRl (J) *G( I)
I L=NA-IB 2+ 2

DO 1260 J*3nIL
I= IB 2+J-2
TR2 ( J) =TR2 ( J- r ) +0, 225*YY( I- i ) / (ur ( r ¡ ** 5' ¡

I260 AM2 (J)=-2,0*TR2(J) *c(I)
wRrTE(6"L270) rB1,rB2 i;|;,:.

L27O FORMAT(15XO'THE POTNT BEFORE TT]E STAGNATION POINT IS',3X,Ï3,3X,'¿:.i'Ii.
xD THE POINT AFTER STAGNATION p0ItrT I S' n 3X, r 3 )
DO L2B0 J=3,IU
I= 1B 1+2-J

l2B0 XB (.1) =XB ( J- i)+BL ( 1)
DO L29O J=3uIL
I=IB2+J-2

L290 Xn (¡)-XD ( J-1 )+BL( I-1 )
tTRITE(6,885)
r{RITE(6,1300) [,ii:;,:,.¡;
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I3OO FORMAT( OZX,'TTlE DISTRIBUSION OF THE VALUE ( ( (MO}TENTUI.Í THICKNESS/CI
XORD)**2) *REYNOLDS NUMBER) BEFORE THE STAGNATTON POIIIT')

WRITE( 6 ,3 10) (rnt ( I) , I= l , IU)
l,IRrrE(6,i305)

1305 F0RMAT( 10X,',TItE \¡ALUES 0F Tr{E C0NSTANT }{',)
I,IRITE(6,310) (AMf (I),T=1,IU)
r¡IRITE(6, l3l0)

I310 FOR}ÍAT( 1OX, " THE DISTAI.ICES FR.OM THE STAGNATION POINT ON THE UPPER I

,XURFACE, )
I.IRITE( 6,310) (XB (I) ,I=I,IU)
r{RrTE(6,1320)

T320 EORMAT(O7X,,THE DISTRIBUSIO¡I OF THE VALUE( ((}To}TENTU}T THIcKNESS/cHI
XRD ) **2) *REYNOLDS NUMBER) AFTER THE STAGNATION POINT' )
I.IRITE(6,310) (TR2(I),I=1,IL)

it RrrE(6,1325). L325 FORMAT(10X,'THE VALUES OF T'ITE CONSTANT }{')
\^IRITE( 6, 3 t0) (A.l'{2( I),I= 1,IL)

. I,IRITE(6,1330)
T 330 FOR¡IAT( 1OX,'THE DISTA}TCES FROM THE STAGNATIOI.l POINT O}I THE LOI,IER

XURFACE, )
WRITE(6,310) (XD(I),I=1,IL)

c
I c THE CTRCULATTOÌ{ ADJUSTïTENT
; C /r**********?t**************

frU

l

IPS
JPP
JPS

=I-1
=IB I+2-IPP I
=IB1+2-IPSt

RQ=(Alfl (rppl)-0. 09) I (AH1 (rppl)-AM1 (rpsl) )
US i=-(UT( JPS I )+(ur( ¡ppl ) -uT( Jps I ) ) * ( I . 0-RQ) )
sx-xB( rps 1)+(xB ( rpp 1) -xB (rps I ) ) * ( i . 0-RQ)
TTl=TR1 ( rpsl )+(TR1 ( rpp I ) -TR1 ( rpsl ) ) r, ( I . 0-RO)
rF(RQ-0.5) 1390,1390,1400

1390 IPI=IPPI
G0 TO t4I0

1400 IPl=IPSI
1410 CONTINÛE

JPI-IB 1+2-IP I
I- I

I= I
r 335 CONTINUE

rF(Altl( r) -0 " 09) 1340, t 370 
" 

1380
1340 I=I*l

rF ( ru-r) 1350, t 350, 1335
I350 WRrTE(6,1360)
1360 FORMAT( TOX,'}IO SEPARATlON POINT ON THE UPPER SURFACE" )co To 2500
1370 IPI=I

IPPI=IP1
USl=.UT(TBI+2.IP1)
TTl=TR1(IPl)
SX=XB(IPt)
co To i410

1380 IPPI=I
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I420 CONTINUE
rF (t_uz ( r) -0 " 09) I 430,L460,r470

1430 I=I*l
rF( rL-r) 1440,r420 "t420L440 WRrTE( 6, i450)

1450 FORMAT(IOX,'NO SEPARATION POTNT ON THE LOWER SURFACE'c0 To 2500
1460 IP2=I

IPP2= IP2
US2=UT( IB 2-z+LpZ)
TT2=TR2 ( rpZ )
SH=XD ( Ip2 )
co T0 I500

L470 IPP2=I
IPS2=I-1.
JPP2= IB 2*I Pp2-2
JPS2=IB2+IPS2-z
RS= (AMz ( rpp2)-0 " 09) / (Ai,f2 (rpp2) _*rz( rps2) )
US2-UT ( JPS 2 ) +( UT (.lpp2 ) -UT(.lpS 2 ) ) * ( I . 0-RS )
SH=XD ( IPS2)+(XD ( rpp2 )-XD( rpS2 ) ) * ( I . 0-RS)
TT2=TR2 ( 1PS2 )+( rnZ ( rpp2 ) -rn2 ( rpS 2 ) ) * ( I . O-RS)
r¡ (ns-0 " 5.) 1480, 1480, i 490

1 480 ÍP2=TPPZ +

c0 T0 1500
t 49 0 IP2= IPS 2
I 5 OO CONTINUE

JPZ-ïB 2+I P2- 2
I,IRITE(6,885)
lrRrrE(6,15I0) JPl,USl

15iO FOR}fAT(O7X,"THE NEAREST POTNT TO THE UPPER- X,"AND THE VELOCITY AT THE SEPARATION POINT
wRrTE(6,1520) JP2,US2

1520 FoRl'fAT(07x0'THE NEAREST PorNT T0 THR LoI^¡ER
X,,AND TI1E VELOCITY AT THE SEPARATION POTNT

USS=USt-US2
r F ( ¿ s s ( u s s ) - 0 . 0 5 ) I 5 6 0 , I 5 4 0 , I 5 3 0I530 rF(uss-0 "0) 1540,1540,1550

I540 ADD=-(UT3(Jpt )+UT3(Jp2) )
RDD=ABS(USS) /Ann
rF(rT.cr.10) co To 15 I I
AA=AA*0 " 5*RDÐ
cq To 890

1511 CONTINUE
AA=AA+0 " 1 *RDD
GO TO B9O

I550 ADD=-(ur3(¡pt)+UT3(Jp2) )
RDD*ABS(USS) /ANO
rr(rT"cT.I0) co To 15si
AA=AA-0 " 5*RDD
co To 890

1551 CONTINUE
AA=AA-0 " l*RDD
GO TO B9O

1 560 CONTTNUE

SEPARATTON POINT
rs"Fg.6)

SEPARATION POTNT
rs'oFg,6)

rs" or

IS'oI
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1.1

cIRC= 4 "Ok PT*AA*AAAIiüRrrE(6,1570) crRc
l57O F0RMAT( l0Xn "THE AMOUNT OF TI{E CIRCIJLATIO}t=',F8.6)

C

c
C

C

C

c
c
c
C

c
c

THE COHPUTATION OF THE DTSPLACEMENT THICI(NESS
* *',t * * * * r'€ *'i * * * * :t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * È * * * * *. *. * * /c *

HI
H2
DES
DTS
DSS,DOS

SUR FAC E
SURFACE

ON THE

Al'rl ( IPPI ) =0 .09
Al'f2(IPP2)=0.09
TRI (IPPI)=TTl
TR2(IPP2)=TT2
XB(rPPl)=5¡
XD ( fPP2) =59
T_=2

I58O CONTTNUE
rF(rPPl-r) r670,1590,1590

1590 J=2
IF(au1(I) "LT" (-0.25) ) AMi(r)=-O "25

1 6OO CONTTNUE
rr'(AlfM( J)-AMl( r) ) 16I0, i650, i 660

i610 IF(26-J) L620,t620,1640
L62O WRrrE(6,1630)
1630 FORI,{AT( lOXO "THE VALUE OF THE CONSTANT M IS OUT OFco T0 2500
t 640 J=J*1
. co r0 1600
I 650 Hl ( I) =HM( J)

I=I*l
co T0 1580

I660 K=J-1
T=Alf I ( I ) -AÌ,f¡î( K)
Hl ( r ) =FI{ ( K n 1 ) * ( t** 3) +FH (R,2) * ( T*'\ 2 ) +FH ( K, 3 ) *T+FH ( 5I=I*l
co To 1580

I 6 7O CONTINUE
I=1

1 6BO CONTINUE
rF ( rPP 2-r.) L7 7 O, I6 90, 1690

1690 J=l
IF(AM2(I) "LT" (-0"2s) ) AM2(r)=-o "25i 7OO CONTI.NUE

THE SIIAPE FACTOR O}I TI{E UPPER SURFA S E
THE SHAPE FACTOR OI{ T}IE LOI^IER SUF.FACE
THE DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS O}T THE UPPER
THE DTSPLACEMENT THICKNESS ON THE LOI.IER
THE DISPLACEMENT THICK}IESS DERTVATIVES
UPPER AND LOI^IER SURFACES
LOI^IER SURFACE

RA¡TGE' )

,4)

IF(AMl'f (J)-AM2(r) ) I710 "1750,176017I0 IF(26-J) L720,1720,1740
1720 T"rRrTE(6,1730) r
I730 FORMAT( i0X, nTllE VALUE OF Alf2(. ,12,') IS 0UT OF RANGE" )c0 T0 250t)

ä::!! ::ì.lrl
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L7 40 J=J*l
c0 To i700

1750 H2(I)=Hl{(J)
I=I*1
c0 T0 1680

L7 60 K=J- I
T=Alf2(I)-AMlf(K)
H2 ( r ) =FT{ ( K, I ) * (T*'k3) +FH (K,2 ) * (T* * 2) +FIr ( K,3 ) *t+ru ( x, a ¡I=I*1
co ro i6B0

L77O CONTI}.IUE
Iil(t)=H2(1)
D0 1780 I=2,Ippl

I 780 DES(I)=H1 (r) *cHo*sQRT(TR1(r) /RE)
DO t790 I=l,Ipp2

1790 DIS(I)=H2 (r) *CHo*SQRT(TR2(I) /RE)
DES(I)=DIS(l)
r^¡RITE(6,885)
r^rRrrE(0,1800)

lBOO FORMAT( 1OX,'THE DISPLACEMENT T}lICK}IESS DTSTRIBUSTO¡T ON
XURFACE" )
I,IRITE(6,310) (¡rs(I),I=l,IPPl)
wRrTE(6, l8l0) +

1810 FORMAT( lOXO "THE DISPLACEME}TT THTCKI'TESS DTSTRIBUSION ON
xitRFAcE" )

I^TRITE(6, 310) (DIS( I),I=l,IPP2)
SU=IPPI/5"0
MU=HFIX(SU)
MU=l{U* I
xBK(1)=XB(1)
XBK(MU)=¡3(IPPI)
HU 1=MU- L

D0 lB20 I=2,MUl
J=5*(I-t)

1820 XBK(I)=XB(J)
IC=10
cALL rc s\¡KU ( xB 

' 
D ES, rPP 1 o XBK , MU, YK, cK o r c , ERRoR,l^IK, r ER)

DO 1860 I=1 ulppl
J=2

1 B 3O CONTTNUE
rF( xBK( J) -XB ( r ) ) t8 40 , 1850, 1850

i 840 J=J*1
co ro 1830

i850 K=J-1
T=XB(t)-XBK(K)
D ES ( I ) =YÌC( K) +CK ( K, 3 ) * (T*' * 3) +CK ( t< o 2) * ( T** 2 ) +CK ( K, I ) *T
DS S ( I ) =3 .0*CK( K, 3) * (Tf * 2) +2.0*CK ( K, 2 ) *T+CK ( K, i )

1B6O CONTINUE
c
C TI{E DISPLACEME}IT THICKNES S SI,{OOTHING
C * * * * * * * * J¡ * * * * * * * ,r * * * * * rt * * * * * * * * * * * * r(
C

SV*IPP2/5"0
NU=HFIX(Sv)

THE UPPER S

THE LOT.IER

I

Si
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I'lU=NU* I
XDK( l) =XD( l)
XDK(NU) =¡¡ ( rPPZ)
NUI=NU- I
DO 1870 I=2,NUl
J=5*(I-t)

iB70 xDK(I)=XD(J)
IC=10
cALL IC SVKU( XD,Ð I S, Ipp2, XDK,NU, yN, cN, I C, ERROR, tIK, I ER)DO 1910 I=l,l'ppz
T- t

J_L

1 8BO CONTINUE
iF(xDK(J)-XD ( r) ) I890,1900, I 900

I 890 J=Jfl
co T0 1880

1900 K=J-1

1910

L9 20
sul

T=XD(I)-XDK(K)
D rs ( r ) =Y¡t ( K) +cN ( K, 3 ) * ( r* * 3 ) +cN (x,z) * ( r xx 2)+clr ( K, I ) :t1DoS ( I ) =3 " 0'¡rCN ( K u 3) * (T* )'2) +Z .0* CN iK, 2 ) *T+Ct{ ( K, i ) 

'

CO I.IT INUE
IÀtRITE(6,1920)
FORMAT( iOX, "THE S]'IOOTHED DTSPLACEMENT THTCKNESS OVER THE UPPERXFACE, )
I^¡RITE(6,310) (DES( I) ,I=l,Ippl )

C

c
C

C

I.iRrrE(6,1930)
1930 FORI{AT( IOX, " THE Sì,fOOTI{ED DISPLACEMENT

XFACE')
IdRITE(.6,310) (nf S (I) ,I=t,Ipp2)
I,rRrTE(6,L934)

THICKNESS OVER THE LOWER SU

1934 FoRMAT( 10X,'TiìE DERIVATIVE 0F THE DISPLÂCElf E¡IT THICKNESS ON THE UXPER SURFACE')
I,IRITE(6,310) (DSS(I),I=t,Ippt)
t,¡RrTE(6,1939)

1938 FORMAT ( / / ,t0X,'THE DERBATTVE OF THE DISPLACEIfENT THICKNESS 0tt THEX LOT,üER SURFACE')
I4IRITE( 6,3 t0) (OOS( I) ,I=l ,I pp1)

THE ( (BOUNDARY LA.YER) ) SOURCE COMPUTATTON* * :k * *:b ** * * * * * ** ** **** ** * * * * ** r( ** * *** * * * * ?t

rF(KP-3) 1950,1950,1940
I940 SH(rS)=0.0
T95O CONTINUE

DO I9 60 I=2 , IpS I
J=IB l+2-I

1960 SN(J)=-UT(:1 *¡SS( r)
DO 197O I=Z,IpS2
J=IB2+1-2

197 O SN(J) =UT(.1¡ *¡oS(r)
\,rRrrE( 6, 197 5)

T975 FORMAT(//,TOX,"THE VALUES OF SN')
WRITË(6,310) (SX(f),T=JpSl,JpS2)
J1=JPSl-1
J2=JPS2+1 t . ..'

10r



USl,f=0.5* (US t+US2)
USì{=-(USM**2)
rF( rF- I ) t9B0 n I980,2000

T9BO CONTINUE
D0 1990 I= I ,I.IA

I990 B4(r)=0"01
2OOO CONTTNUE

ITT=1
ì 2O1O CONTINUE
' DO 2030 I=JpSl,JpS2

Ft'¡(l)=-SN(I)
DO 2020 J=lrliA
FN ( r ) =FN ( I ) +EN ( I , J ) *B 4 ( J )

2020 FD(f,J)=EN(I,J)
2030 B5(r, l)=-FN(I)

, DO 2080 I=1,N4
rF(J1-r) 2040,2050,2050

2040 rF(r-J2) 2080 ,2050,2050'i 2050 FlrN(r)=0.0
Ft'tT( I) =UT ( r) -UT5 ( I )
DO 2060 J=I,NA
FIIN( I) =FNll( I)+Elt ( I, J) *84 ( J)

206A FNT( r) =FNT( I)+ET( r, J) *84 (J)
, f N ( I ) =USH*FNI'I( I) ** /+FNT( t¡ **2
i B5(I,1)=-FN(I)
, OO 2070 J=I,NA, 2070 FD(r,J)=2"0*EN(r,J)*FltN(I)+2"0*ET(I,-l)*F¡rT(I)

2OBO CONTI}IUE
l4Z= L

IA= N

cALL L EQT2 F ( rO , MZ ,NA,IA e B 5 ,IDGT,I.IKAREA, r ER)
r,{RtTE(6,2090)

ì 2090 FoRMAT( loxo'THE CHANGE IN THE SOliRCE STREITGTH')
WRITE(6,310) (85(I,t),I=1,NA)
DO 2092 f=l,NA

' 2092 86(r)=85(I,1)/84(I)
r¡RITE (6,2094)

':lr:..1::r:,i :ì

:.i : ;. :'a r';

2ag4 FoRMAT ( / / ,t0x,'THE PERcENTAGE oF TItE cHANcE TO THE souRcE sTRENGTI:ì,1,,,,.,
X' ) ., ..,,,t-,, ,,

I{RITE( 6,310) (86( I) ,I=l,NÁ,)
I^IRTTE(6,2096)

2096 FORMAT( / /,TOX,'THE SOURCE STRENGTH" )
WRITE( 6,310) (ga ( r) ,I=t ,NA)
I= I

2 IOO CONTINUE
rF(r.EQ.rPPl) cO TO 2110
IF(a¡S(85 (I" 1) )-ass (0 "05r,84(I) ) ) 2 t t0,2 t t0 ,ZLZO2110 CONTINUE
I=I*l
IF(NA-I) 2L70,210002100

2I2O CONTINUE
ITT=ITT+I
rF(50-rrT) 2r50,2130,2130

2 1 3O CONTINUE

IO2



DO 2L4O I= I oNA
2140 B4(t)=84( r)+s5( I, I)

c0 To 2010
2150 IrRrTE(6,2160)
2L6o FoRllAT(//,t0x,'rrERATroN FOR sECOND oRDER soLUTroN FATLED,)c0 To 2500
217 A CONTINUE

D0 2180 I=l,ltrA
2lB0 B4(I-)=84(I)+85(I, I)

DO 2L9O I=1,N.{
UT5(I)=0.0
UNN(I)=0.0

90 J=l,NA
=UT5 ( I)+ET( I, J) *84 ( J)
=UNN( I )+EN( I, J) *84 ( J)

DO 2

UT5(I
UNN(T

2I9 O CO}TTTNUE
IJRrTE (6,2200)

2200 FORMAT(//,lOX,',THE VALUES 0F THE UT5(r)')
f\tRITE(6,310) (UT5 (I) ,I=l,NA)rF(rF-t) 22L0"226O,22L0

22LO CONTINUE
?

C CHECKING TI{E STABILITY OF .*THE POSITIO}I OF THE SEPARATION POIiITS
C * * * * * * * * *:t 1k * * * * * * * * * * it * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * :¡( * * * * * * * * * * ,r * * * * * * * * lr * Jr :t *
c

rF( r t-JPt ) 2230 02220 "22302220 CONTINUE
rF ( r 2-JPz) 223A o2330, 2230

2230 COITTINUE
rr ( rF- I0) 2260 "2240,22402240 WRrTE (6,2250)

2250 FoRMAT(//o' GENERAL ITERATION TO cET A STABLE SEPARATIOIT POINT FAIL
XED" )
co To 25oo

2260 Il=JPl
l2* JP2

c TI{E sMoorHrNc oF T.HE TANGENTïAL vELOcrry DUE To rHE ( (BouNDARy LAy; nli,i,:,,:

C * * * * * * * * * * * ir * * * * * * * f * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * iÉ * * * * * * * * * *:b * :? >r * * *

IlT5(N)=UT5(I)
XLK(i)=XL(l)
DO ZZ7 O 't-=Z u 13
J=5*(I-t)+t

2270 XLK(I)=XL(J)
IC=15
IIXLK= L 3
NXL=N
cALL rcsvKU(xL,ur5 oN, xLK'NXLK,YE,cE' rc,ERRoR,IJK, T ER)
DO 2310 I*I,NA
J*2

22BO CONTTNUE

^ ^^ ^ rF(.xLK(J)-XL(r) ) 2290,2300,2300)rañ U-rJtI
Gø Tø 2280
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2300 K=J- I
T=XL(I)-XLK(K)

23L0 UT5(I) =Y¡(K)+CE(K,3) * (T**3)+CE (K,Z) *(T**2)+CE(K, 1) *tt.rRrTE (6,2200)
I,IRITE( 6,310) (uT5 ( I) "I=t 'NA)UT5 (N) =UT5 ( I )
M0DE=0
XLK(1)=XL(1)
D0 Z3LS I=2 o I á
.j=5*(I-t)+l

23L5 XLK(I)=XL(J)
ïC=15
NXLK= I 3
NXL= N
CALL TCSFKU(XL,UT5
DO Z3Z0 I=1,12
J=5*(I-l)+l
F5(J,l)=CU(I,3)

,NXL TM0DE, XLK,NXLK,yU, CU, IC,ERROR, I^lK, IER)

f5(¡,2)=CU(I,2)
F5(.1,3)=CU(I, t)
F5(.1,4)=YU(I)

I,TRITE(6"2200)
wRrTE(6,310) (uTs ( I) ,I=1 ,N.A,)co To 860

2330 CONTINUE
r,rRITE(6,2340)

2340 FoRMAT(/ /,t0x'"THE GENERAL soLUTr0N succEED'25OO CONTTNUE
S TOP
END
REAL FUNCTION I{(BETA)
PI=4.0*ATAN( f " O)
H=(SIN(SpTA) )r..*2
i{=H*( ( (coS ( tsETA) ) *'{2 ) / 36 .0)
H=SQRT(H)
R ETUR.N
END

l::ì:
1,,:-

G5(¡)=CU(r,t)
UT5(.l)=Yu,t,
D0 Z3ZO K=2, 5
L=K-.t-J- I
T=XL(L)-Xr(J)
UT5 (L) *F5 ( J, I ) * (T** 3)+F5 ( J "2) 

*(T** 2)+fS ( J o 3) *t+f5 ( J, 4)F5(L,l)=F5(J,l)
F5 (t, n 2) =3 " 0*T*F5 (L, I ) +F5 ( J, 2)r5(lo 3) =3'0*F5(1,, l) *(T** z)+2.0*F5 (J,z) *T+r 5 (J,2)
F5 ( l, 4 ) =F5 ( r, I ) * ( T*,t 3) +F5 ( J, 2 ) * ( "r* * Z) +-F5 ( J, 3 I -iin5 ( J, 4 )G5(L)=F5(L,3)

2320 CONTII.TUE

$ ENTRY
-0.25
-0,016
0,068
2 " 00

-0.2 -0"14
0.000 0"016
0"072 0"076
2 "07 2. r8

-0.12
0.CI32
0"080
t na

*0"10
0 ,04
0"084
2"28

104

-0.08
0"048
0"086
2 "34

-0"064 -0.048
0"056 0.06
0"088 0"09
2.39 2 " 44

-0"032
0.064

i:ì-::::t l

2 " 49 .,','



2"55
3.09

2 .61
3.15

2.67
3"22

2"75
3.3

2"Bt
3 "29

2"87
3 .49

2"94
3 "49

2"99
3"s5

3"04

l-0 5
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TABLE 1

P-,BESCRTBED FUNCTTONS qOR MODIFTED THWATTES' METHOD

-o (m) H (m) m [(m) ¡r(nr)

-o-25
-0 " 20
-0"14
-o"L2
-0"10
-0-080
-0 "o64
-0"048
-o"032
-0.016

0
0"016
0 " 0 32

0 " 500
o"463
0"404
0. 382
0-359
0"333
0" 313
o .29I
o "268
o .244
o .220
o" 195
0.168

2"00
2"O7
2"L8
2"23
2"28
2 .34
2"39
2"44
2"49
2"55
2"6L
2.67
2"75

0"040
o"o48
0"056
0.060
0"064
0"068
o "o72
o "o76
0"080
0"084
0"086
0 " 0 88
0.090

o "L52
0"138
o"L22
0 " 113
0"104
0 " 0.95
0 " 085
o -072
0"056
0"038
o "o27
0 " 015

0

2"BL
2-87
2..9 4
2"99
3" 04
3"O9
3" I5
3.22
3. 30
3" 39
3-44
3-49
3"55

::tì1,,ì
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qHE VELOCITY DISTRTBUTION DUE TO UNTFORM FLOW

WITH ZERO ANGLE OF ATTACK U@ = ] (LTNEAR SOURCE FLAT E LEMENT )

AROUND A CTRCULAR CYLTNDER N= 36

Angle Comp ute d
Ve 1o ci ty

Theoretical
Velocity E rror Percentage

Error

5

15
25
35
45
55
65
75
85
95

10s
115
r25
l- 35
L45
15s
165
L75
185
195
205
215
225
235
245
255
265
275
285
295
305
315
325
335
345
355

L0.672
-11" 379

9 "987
-L2 "O2L

9 .406
-L2"523

8.999
-L2"823

8.815
-12 " 886

8" 878
-L2 " 7A2

9.L77
:L2.294

9.679
.LI " 7L4
to " 322

-LL"O29
LI " O29

-l-o - 322
TT. 7 14
.-9 .679
t2 " 295
-9.I77
L2.702
- 8. I78
12.885
-8 " 816
L2.824
-9.000
L2 " 524
-9.406
L2 "O22
-9 "987
LL. 379

-LO " 672

-o"I74
-0 . 518
-0 " 845
-I " I47
-L. 4l-4
-1.638
- 1" 81A
-l-.9 32
-L " 992
-L.99 2

-L"932
- 1. 813
-1.638
-L " 4t4
-L " l-47
-o - 845
-0"518
-o.I74
o"L74
0"518
0 - 845
r.].47
I"414
1.638
1. 813
t-932
I .992
L.992
I.9 32
1. 813
1.638
I"4L4
L"L47
0. 845
0.518
o-L74

10 - 846
-10.861

10. 8 32
-LO"874

10 - 820
-10"885

10 - 812
-10" 891

10. 80 7
-10.893

10 " 810
-10 - 889
r0.815

-10-880
10 " 826

-10-869
10. I 39

-10 " 854
10"854

-10"839
10.869

-LO " 826
10 " 881

-r0. 815
10.889

-10 " 810
10. 89 3

-10.808
10 " 892

-I0"812
t0 " 886

-10 " 820
10.875

-10.833
10" 861

-IO " 847

-6222. 33
2098"18

-1281 "55
947.93

- 765 " 0 8
664"40

:596.48
563 " 7B

-542"44
546.74

-559.54
600.74

-660 . 16
769 " 34

-943"70
L285 - 87

-2093"97
6226 " 85
6226.99

-209 4 . OL
1285-90
-943.7L

769 " 38
-660"13

600 .7 4
-559 " 55

546"73
-5 42. 47
563.83

-596 " 50
664.45

-765"08
948"00

-L28L.62
2098 " L9

-6222.43
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TABLE 3

THE VELOCITY DfSTRTBUTION DUE TO UNTFORM FLOW

WITH ZERO ANGLE OF ATTACK Uco = 1 (LINEAR SOURCE FLAT ELEMENT')
AROUNÐ AN ELLïPTIC CYLINDER*, N = 24

Angl s Computed Theoretical
E rrorVelocity Ve locity Percentage Error

22
37
52
67
B2
97

LL2
L27
r42
r57
L72
188
203
¿LÓ

233
248
263
278
293
308
323
338
35'3

-o " 796
- I .224
-1.007
-I-240
-1"017
-L "24I
-1.019
-L - 24L
-1-015
-1-239
-0"989
-1"080

1"080
0"989
L-239
1" 015
L"247
I"019
T"24l-
1.017
L.240
1"007
L"224
o"796

-0.816
-L.O77
-1.110
-1"120
-I.123
-1 " 121
- 1. 125
-1.123
-1"120
-1.110
-L "O77
0.816
o-816
L"077
1" 110
1" 120
1"123
L"I25
L.T25
1" 12 3
1"120
1. 1L0
I "077
O.BT6

0 " 020
-o -L47
0. 10 3

-0 - 120
0"106

-0"116
0 " 106

-0.118
0 " 105

-o - L29
0.088

-1. 896
o -264

-0. 088
o"L28

-0.105
0.117

-0.106
0 - 116

-0.106
0 " 120

-0. I0 3
o.l-47

-0.020

-2.4r
13"66
-9 "29
10. 75
-9-46
10"32
-9"45
ro"46
-o 20

11.57
-8 - 15

-232 - 39
32-38
-8. 15
11"57
-9.39
I0"46
-9"44
LO-32
-9"45
10" 75
-9 -23
13"66
-2-39

*'Fin'eness ratio = 8:1
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TABLE 4

THE VELOCITY DISTRTBUTION DUE TO A UNTFORM FLOVü

I/'IITH ZERO ANGLE OF ATTACK (U_ = l)

8: l- EJ-Iipse, N = 60.

Eccentric
Angle

Comp ute d
Ve locity

Theoreti cal
Ve 1o ci Èy

Error Percen tage
E rror

0
6

T2
18
24
30
36
42
48
54
60
66
72
78
84'
90

0.000
-0.608
-0.913
-1.035
-1.090
-1. 119
-1.136
-1. 145
-1.153
-1.157
- 1. 161
-1-163
-I.L64
-1 - 165
-1.166
-1. 166

-0.00
-0.636
-0.925
-1.041
-1.094
-1.121
-1.137
-L. l-47
-1.154
-1.158
-1.161
-1.163
-1.165
-1. 166
-1.166
-I. L67

0.00 0
0,028
0.012
0.005
0-003
o.oo2
0.002
0.001
0.001
0,001
0.001
0.000
0.001
0.001
0.o01
0.001

-4.44
-L.26
-0.53
-0. 3I
-o .20
-0-ls
-0-09
-0.08
-0.06
-0.05
-0.04
-0.06
-0.05
-0.06
-0.05
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TABLE 5

THE VELOCTTY, DISTRIBUTTON DUE TO A UNIFORM FLOW

WITH 90" ANGLE OF ATTACK (V* = 1)

8:1 EIlipse, N = 60.

Eccentríc
Angle

0
6

L2
18
24
30
36
42
48
54
60
66
72
78
84
90

Compute d
Ve 1o ci ty

The ore ti c a1
Velocity

D--__ __ Percentagell rror
E rror

6.4t5
5.610
4.208
3. L47
2.43I
L.929
1.s57
I.269
1.036
0.839
0.670
0.517
0.378
o .248
0.123
0.001

7.OO
5 - 867
4.268
3.166
2.439
L.9 32
1.560
L.270
1.036
0. 840
0.669
0-517
0.378
o .247
o.L22
0.000

-0.585
-o.257
-0.059
-0.019
-0.00 7

-0.00 3

-0.003
-0.002
-0.001
-0.000
0.000

-0.000
-0. 000
0.000
0.000
0.000

-8. 36
-4.38
-1.39
-0.61
-o-29
-0.18
-0-19
-0.12
-0.06
-0.04
0.07

-0.04
-0.06
0.06

I_"

ill r'i:.:jr¡
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THE VELOCITY DISTRTBUTION DUE TO A I]NIFORM VORTICITY
DISTR

TÀBIE 6

8:l Ellipse, N 60.

ccentric
AngIe Velocity

retrca
Velocity Error

Percentage
Error

0
6

L2
18
24
30
36
42
48
54
60
66
72
78
84
90

-47.L69
-41 -449
-3L.473
-24.L03
-19.302
-16 .117
-L3.924
-L2.332
-11 .158
-I0.292
-9 -629
-9.L46
-8.798
-8.560
-8.424
-8.382

-49.800
-41 - 981
-31.065
-23 -7L0
-19.013
-15.895
-L3 -732
-L2.L79
-11.034
-10.178
-9.536
-9 _ 058
-8.713
-8.480
-8-344
-8 - 300

2.630
0.531

-0.407
-0.392
-0.289
-0.222
-0 -L92
-0.153
-0.125
-0.114
-0.093
-0.088
-0.085
-0.081
-0.079
-0.082

-5.282
-L -265
L.372
t.657
1 .520
1.401
1 .401
L.262
1-133
L.L24
0.977
0.975
0.983
0.957
0.958
0.993
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TABLE 7

SUMMARY OF ERRORS IN C4LCULATINc THE UNIFORM FLOV,Í

ABOUT AN ELLIPTTC CYLINDER (FTNENESS RATIO B:1)

.r.li

Calculation Method
- Base Method
. Plat Element
. Constant Source
- Higher Order Method
' Parabolic Element
' Parabolíc Source

Sl¡rface Velocity Errors as
Percent of Free Stream

Free StreamParallel I Free Stream paralle
To Major Axis I fo Minor Axis

Typical Maximun Typical Maximum

Base ttethod
Original Distribution
Hess Results

Hígher Order Method
Original Distribution
Hess Results

Higher Order Method
Modified Distribution
Hess Results

Higher Order Method
Oríginal DisÈribution
Present Work Results

0 .01

0.1

0.1

0.1

0-3

2.5

I o't

0.01

o-2

0'1 
I

2B

0.5

95.5
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TABLE 8

lHE GRADTENT OF THE VELOCTTY DISTRIBUTTON DUE TO

A UNTFORM FLOIV WTTH ZERO ANGLE OF ATTACK

8:1 ElIipse, N = 60.

E c centri c
Angle

0
6

L2
18
24
30
36
42
48
54
60
66
72
78
84
90

Compute d
Gradient

Th e ore ti cal
Gradi e n t Error Percentage

Error
ì.j

-36.031
-23.350
-5.661
-2.135
-o.763
-0.394
-0.196
-0. 111
-o.0 70
-0.043
-o.o29
-o.o22
-0.013
-0.00 7

-0.00 3
0.000

- 42. OOO

-21.086
-6 .2L5
-2.050
-0. 814
-o.377
-0.196
-0. 111
-0.068
-0.043
-0.028
-0.019
-0 .0 12
-0.00 7
-0.00 3
0.000

5.969
-2-264
0.554

-0.085
0-051

-0.017
0.000
0.000

-0.00 3
0.000
0.000

-0. 00 3
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

-L4.2L
r0.73
-8.92
4. L2

-6 .25
4.43
0.1I

-0. 39
4.01
0.59
1.50

L6 .4L
3.14
o .62

-1._13

i. i :t ,. iir:.r:t:.:j.!,iit:ì,

Although the computed gradients do not seem to be accurate,noother method-incruding the smooÈhing of the velocity distrib-utions-has been found to gíve bettei accuracy.
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TABLE 9

ggE GRADIENT OF THE VELOCTTY DISTRTBUTTON DUE TO

A UNIFORM FLOW WITH 90O ANGLE OF ATTACK

8:I ELlipse, N = 60

Eccentric
Angle

Computed
Gradie nt

Theoretical
Gradien t E rror Pe rcen tage

Error
l":.r

0
6

L2
18
24
30
36
42
48,
54
60
66
72
78
84
90

0.000
-5 8. 259
-42.888
-20.233
-LT.4T2
-6 .862
-4.5L6
-3.154
-2.366
-1.867
-1.556
-I.337
-L.r77
-1.095
-1.043
-I.O42

o.000
-82.360
-48.488
-24.256
-13.145
-7 .876
-5.151
- 3.624
-2.7J.l-
-2 . L36
-L.76L
-1.512
-1. 348
-L.243
-1.185
-1.167

0.000
24 . LOl-

5 - 600
4.O24
1.733
1.014
0.635
o .470
0.345
o .269
0.205
0,175
0.171
0.148
o.L42
0.125

-zgl zo
-11.s5
-16.59
-I3.18
-L2.87
-L2.32
-L2.98
-L2.7 3

-12.58
-11.66
-1 I .60
-L2.67
-11.90
-11.99
-10. 73

.ì: ::.ir:

iäiÊ:
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TABLE 10

THE GRADTENT OF THE VELOCTTY DISTRIBUTION DUE TO

A UNIFORM VORTICTTY DrsrRtBuTroN

8:1E11ipse,N=60.

Eccentri c
Angle

Compute d
Gradi en t

Th eore t ic al
Gradi en t Error Percentage

E rror

0
6

t2
18
24
30
36
42
48
54
60
66
72
78
84
90

0 .000
444.345
322.970
146.851

80 . 411
43 .628
27.O75
17 .655
LI.759

8. 138
5.736
3. 891
2.70L
1.6 49
o .774

-0.087

-0.000
566. 334
327 .768
I59.386
82.962
47 . LL6
28.786
18.605
t2.529
8.672
6.083
4 .249
2.877
1. 786 

,

0.856
0.000

0.000
-L2L. 9 89

-4.798
-12.535
-2 .552
-3.487
-L.7L2
-0.950
-o .770
-0.5 34
-o .347
-0.358
-0.176
-0.137
-0.082
-0.087

-2L.54
-L.46
-7.86
-3.08
-7.40
-5.95
-5.I1
-6.15
-6.15
-5. 70
-8.43
-6.I1
-7 .65
-9.55

i tl:i.:,j,.-;- 
-.
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TABLE 11

T4E CHANGE rN THE SEPARATfON pOINTS posrTroN*

h]TTH THE ANGI,E OF ATTACK

The Angle The upper rhe Lov/er The Number
of Attack separation point separation point of rterations

j::::,

0o

1o

20

3"

40

5o

6o

7o

8o

o

o

9

9

9

10

11

20

54

5s

55

55

55

56

57

57

58

1

3

4

4

5

6

6

6

6

*The position of
control poini to

the separation
ir.

point is given by the nearest

':;i;
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TABLE 12

COMPARTSON OT' THE RESULTS OF THE SEPARATION POTNTS

POSITIONS* WTTH HOWARTH RESULTS

The Upper Separation The Lower Separation
Point, point

Howart,h Pre sen t Work Howarth present t¡ûork

2o

30 30'

50 30'

7o

8o

12"

49o

58"

80"

LO2 0

49"

540

600

66"

114 0

329 "

333 0

342"

345 "

3480

32 4"

32 40

330ô

3360

34 20

:.' :.j: ;1

-r.:-:,:-::- :.r.'.' .. '',]..':
::'.:j l-t ::,

*The position of the separat,ion poínts are given by the
eccentric angle at these points.

t-.

l:l

t''

¡:ì
i

l'
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